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This dissertation examines how globalization influences selected aspects of an emerging 
economy, using South Africa as a case study. The dissertation consists of three chapters: two 
microeconomic studies and one macroeconomic paper on the effects of globalization on some of 
the factors affecting economic growth. One micro paper explores the impacts of openness on 
inequality (Chapter 1), another investigates the impacts of trade liberalization on manufacturing 
sector wages (Chapter 2), and the macro study, which is the final chapter, examines the effects of 
inflation targeting on exchange rate pass through to domestic prices (Chapter 3). 
In 1994, apartheid ended in South Africa and the re-integration of the country into the global 
economy began. As international sanctions were lifted, South Africa’s development strategy 
shifted from export promotion with import controls to greater openness through economic and 
financial liberalization. There is a distinct effect of this integration on South Africa’s economy, 
judging by the difference between the GDP and the GNP. Many studies in this area of research 
have focused on developed countries and some emerging and newly industrialized economies. 
The following three essays highlight the implications of openness on different aspects of South 
African economy. 
   
The first essay examines the relationship between globalization and income inequality in South 
Africa. Despite the importance that is often attached to globalization, its impact in developing 
countries remains poorly understood. To the best of our knowledge, there is as yet no conclusive 
empirical study of its impact on inequality in South Africa. Although the economic and social 
progress achieved in South Africa has been impressive, there is a growing concern about the 
adverse impact of trade liberalization on the country’s industries. Thus, the second essay extends 
the discussion in the first essay by looking at the impact of a specific aspect of globalization, i.e. 
trade reforms, on wages in South Africa’s manufacturing sector. After the currency crashes of 
the late 1990s, a growing number of emerging economies moved away from exchange rate 
rigidity to the adoption of a combination of flexible exchange rates and inflation targeting. The 
third and final essay explores whether the direction and size of changes in the exchange rate have 
different pass-through effects on import prices. That is, whether the exchange rate pass-through 
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The! integration! of! the! world! economy! through! the! progressive! globalization! of! finance! and!




and! developing! countries.! The! debate! on! the! distributional! effects! of! globalization! can! be!
classified! broadly! into! two! points! of! view.! One! school! of! thought! believes! that! globalization!
leads!to!a!rising!tide!of!income,!which!raises!all!boats.!This!implies!that!in!absolute!terms,!the!
low!income!groups!often!come!out!as!winners!from!globalization.!According!to!Lall!et!al.!(2007),!
this! optimistic! view! has! parallels! with! the! Kuznets! (1955)! hypothesis! from! the! development!
economics!literature,!which!proposes!that!while!inequality!might!increase!at!the!initial!stages!of!
industrial!development,! it!eventually!declines!as!the!country’s!transition!to! industrialization! is!
completed.!!The!contrary!view!echoed!by!The!Economist!(2000)!and!Forsyth!(2000)!argues!that!
although!globalization!may!improve!overall!incomes,!the!benefits!are!not!shared!equally!among!




and! social! concerns,! but! could! have! negative! consequences! also! on! the! drivers! of! economic!
growth!as!opportunities!created!as!a!result!of!globalization!may!not!be!fully!explored.!
!




area! of! research! have! focused! on! the! effects! of! globalization! on!withinCcountry! inequality! in!
advanced! economies! like! the! Organization! for! Economic! Cooperation! and! Development!
(OECD)1,!and!the!emerging!economies!in!Asia2,!Latin!America!and!the!Caribbean3.!Despite!the!
importance! that! is! attached! to! the! globalization! process,! its! causes! and! consequences! in!
developing!countries!remain!poorly!understood.!
!
The! search! for! factors! behind! the! increasing! inequality! has! focused! more! on! the! economic!
factors,! although! recent! discussions! now! emphasize! the! institutional! factors.! For! instance,!
lower! rates! of! unionization! and! collective! bargaining! tend! to! be! associated! with! a! higher!




1! See! Agnew! (1987),! Bhagwati! and! Dehejia! (1994),! Freeman! and! Katz! (1994),! Levine! (1995),! Hyslop! (2001),!
Blanchard!and!Giavazzi!(2003),!Daly!and!Valletta!(2006),!OECD!(2008),!OECD!(2011),!Atkinson!et!al.!(2011).!






greater! inequality!or!experienced!relatively!mild! increases! (Lawrence,!1994).!The!results! from!
the! various! cross! sectional! studies! on! developing! countries! and! SubCSaharan! Africa! (SSA)!
countries!suggest!that!their!conclusions!cannot!be!generalized.!There!is!therefore!the!need!for!
more! countryCspecific! studies!on! the! subject! to! shed!more! light!on! the!debate!and!allow! for!
more!countryCspecific!policies.!As!no!conclusive!empirical!study!has!so!far!been!conducted!on!







and! address! high! levels! of! poverty,! inequality! and! unemployment.! Although! South! Africa!
experienced! a! long! period! of! economic! and! social! decline! in! the! last! decades! of! apartheid,!
economic! performance! postCapartheid! has! been! relatively! impressive,! averaging! 3.7! percent!
growth!rate!for!the!real!gross!domestic!product!(GDP)!and!2.1!percent!in!per!capita!terms!for!
the!1995!to!2007!period.!The!growth!trend!was!an!improvement!when!compared!with!the!rates!
for! the! 1985! to! 1994! period,! when! the! respective! average! rates! were! 0.8! percent! and! C1.3!
percent.! Economic! growth! increased! substantially! from! 2004,! averaging! above! 5! percent!
annually! through!2007,!as!South!Africa! reaped! the!benefits!of! the!global!commodities!boom,!








global! financial! crisis,! through! various! channels!which! include! declines! in! international! trade!
and! foreign! direct! investments,! and! low! portfolio! inflows.! The! most! affected! sectors! were!
mining!and!manufacturing!which!saw!relatively! large!contractions! in!economic!activity!mainly!
associated!with! lower!commodity!prices!and! lower!trade.!As!a! result,!South!Africa’s! real!GDP!
growth! rate! fell! to! C1.9!percent! in!2009,!peaked!at!3.6!percent! in!2011,! fell! to!2.5!percent! in!
2012,!and!fell!further!to!2.1!percent!in!2013.!Sluggish!growth!in!South!Africa’s!major!European!
and!North!American!trading!partners!combined!with!ongoing!labor!unrests!and!low!household!
confidence! underlay! this! performance.! South! Africa’s! banking! sector! has! not! been! severely!
impacted! by! the! global! financial! crisis! because! strict! exchange! controls! and! relatively!
conservative! lending! practices! limited! the! exposure! of! the! country’s! banks! to! the! crisis.! The!
government! is! attempting! to!offset! the! impact!of! the!global!economic! crisis!with! stimulatory!
fiscal!policy,!which!is!being!provided!through!strong!public!infrastructural!programs.!
!
As! of!March! 2016,! unemployment! is! South! Africa’s!most! pressing! social! challenge.! Although!
employment!has!recovered!to!its!preCrecession!level!of!15.657!million!fullCtime!employees,!with!





public! sector! at! the! local! government! level,! with! some! contribution! from! the! service! sector!
(retail! and! hospitality)5.! Labor! unrests! continue! to! affect! performance! in! the!manufacturing,!
mining! and! agricultural! sectors! with! manufacturing! being! the! worst! hit.! The! mining! sector!
performed! well! despite! union! rivalries! and! the! loss! of! 14,000! jobs! at! Amplats,! the! world’s!




The! pattern! and! trends! of! macroeconomic! development! in! South! Africa! between! 1990! and!
2013! are! summarized! in! Table! 1.1.! A! sustained! record! of! macroeconomic! prudence! and! a!
supportive!global!environment!enabled!South!Africa’s!gross!domestic!product!(GDP)!to!grow!at!
a! steady! pace! for! the! decade! up! to! the! global! financial! shock! of! 2008C2009.! To! capture! the!
variations!in!the!principal!variables,!this!study!divides!the!discussion!into!three!subCperiods.!The!
first!subCperiod,!1990!to!1999,!witnessed!the!end!of!apartheid!and!South!Africa’s!full!reCentry!
into! the! global! economy,! and! was! a! period! of! economic! and! financial! reforms.! Also! in! this!
period,!South!Africa!embarked!on!a!rapid!trade!liberalization!which!yielded!sharp!increases!in!
export! and! import! volumes.! From! 2000! to! 2009,! the! impressive! economic! performance!was!
driven! by! the! economic! reforms! and! structural! changes! in! the! economy.! Growth! in! the!








the!services!sector,!which!was!1.80!percent!between!1990!and!1999,! rose! to!2.55!percent! in!
2013.!Within!services,!the!finance!and!insurance,!real!estate,!and!business!subCsectors!led,!with!






! 1990C99! 2000C09! 2010C13! 2013!
GDP!growth!(average!annual!%)! 1.39! 3.60! 2.67! !!!!2.40!
GDP!per!capita!(average!annual!%)! C0.81! 2.02! 1.14! !!!!1.64!
Agriculture!(average!annual!growth!%)! 0.79! 2.74! 0.78! !!!!1.53!
Industry!(average!annual!growth!%)! C0.05! 2.02! 2.04! !!!!1.83!
Manufacturing!(average!growth!%)! 0.34! 2.72! 2.86! !!!!0.95!
Services!(average!annual!growth!%)! 1.80! 4.14! 2.94! !!!!2.55!
Gross!Domestic!Invest.!(annual!growth!%)!! 1.99! 7.75! 4.28! !!!!7.62!
Exports!of!goods!and!services!(%!of!GDP)!!!!! 23.05! 29.11! 29.94! !!!!30.97!
Imports!of!goods!and!services!(%!of!GDP)!!!!! 20.31! 28.28! 30.30! !!!!33.25!
Inflation!(consumer!prices!annual!%)!!!!!!!!!! 9.89! !!6.13!!!!!!!!!!!!!5.18! !!!!3.31!
Sources:! World! Bank,! World! Development! Indicators! (online,! 2015);! Statistics! South! Africa!
(2015);!and!International!Financial!Statistics!CDCROM!(2015).!
!
Stable! trends! in! real! investment! expenditures! are! an! important! factor! in! macroeconomic!
performance.! In! South! Africa,! the! private! sector! accounts! for! twoCthirds! of! domestic!
investment.!The!bulk!of!investment!made!target!mechanization!and!efficiency!gains,!expanding!
productive!capacity!but!limiting!employment!opportunities!in!the!low!growth!environment.!The!





export! income.! This! trend! however! could! not! be! sustained! in! the! 2010! to! 2013! subCperiod!
because!of!the!global!financial!crisis!which!created!unfavorable!climatic!conditions!that!affected!
nonCoil! exports.!Agriculture,! services! and!gross!domestic! investment!all! had! reduced!average!
annual! growth! in! this! subCperiod! while! industry! and! manufacturing! showed! marginal!
improvements.!!
!
The! South!African! economy!has!moved! from! its! dependence!on! the!nonCrenewable! sector—
historically! a! key! contributor! to! employment! and! growth! generation—to! an! economy! very!
much! defined! by! global! competitiveness! and! a! highly! sophisticated! financial! and! business!
services!sector.!The!Global!Competitiveness! Index!of! the!World!Economic!Forum!ranks!South!
Africa! 3rd! among! the! 144! economies! in! the!world! in! terms! of! financial!market! development,!
World! Economic! Forum! (2013).! In! contrast,! the! economies! of! the! other! BRICS! member!
countries,!India,!Brazil,!China!and!Russia!rank!21st,!46st,!54th!and!130th!respectively.!Despite!this!
high! level! of! financial! sophistication,! South! Africa’s! manufacturing! sector! remains! an!
inadequate!contributor!to!both!employment!and!GDP.!South!Africa’s!real!GDP!growth!has!been!
falling!recently—from!2.40!percent!in!2013,!to!1.40!percent!in!2014!and!1.30!percent!in!2015—
due! to! a! combination! of! domestic! constraints! and! external! shocks! arising! from! the! fall! in!
commodity! prices.!In! February! 2016,! the! growth! forecast! for! 2016! was! revised! down! to! 0.9!
percent! from! a! previously! announced! 1.7! percent6.! The! weak! growth! performance! has!
exacerbated!already!high!unemployment,!inequality,!and!macroeconomic!vulnerabilities.!South!










The! employmentCtoCpopulation! ratio,! that! is,! the! employed! proportion! of! South! Africa’s!
workingCage!population,!rose!steadily!from!41!percent!to!45!percent!between!2003!and!2008,!
but!has!since! fallen! to!around!42!percent! (see!Figure!1.1).!The! trend!shows!a!slight!decrease!
between!2008!and!2009,!in!part!attributable!to!the!global!financial!crisis!mentioned!earlier.!The!























weeks! prior! to! being! interviewed,! i.e.,! the! ‘searching! unemployed’.! The! expanded! or! broad!
definition! includes! discouraged! job! seekers:! those! that! want! to! work! but! are! not! actively!
searching!as! they!have! lost!hope;!wanted!to!work!but! there!are!no! jobs! in! the!area;!or!were!
unable! to! find! work! that! required! their! skills,! i.e.,! the! ‘nonCsearching! unemployed’.! Many!

























Poverty! is! a! key! development! challenge! in! social,! economic! and! political! terms;! not! only! in!
South! Africa! but! also! throughout! the! developing! world.! South! Africa! is! the! second! largest!
economy!in!Africa,!after!Nigeria.!Even!so,!more!than!20!years! into!democracy,!South!Africa! is!
still! plagued! with! issues! of! poverty! and! unemployment,! and! according! to! the! World! Bank,!
currently! ranks! in! the!top!three!countries! in! the!world! for! income! inequality!as!at! the!end!of!
2015.! In! postCapartheid! South! Africa,! combating! the! legacy! of! poverty,! inequality! and!
underdevelopment!has!always!been!a!central!theme!of!the!government.!It!was!included!in!the!
original!Reconstruction!and!Development!Plan!(RDP)!of!1994!and!has!been!reiterated!in!every!




age! pensions,! and! child! support! grants),! reconstruction! and! development! program! housing,!
provision! of! free! basic! services! in! the! form! of! reticulated! water,! electricity,! sanitation! and!
sewerage! as! well! as! solid! waste! management! to! poor! households,! particularly! those!




and!all! the!elements!of! the!plan!must!demonstrate! their!effect!on! these! two!objectives.!The!
Living! Conditions! Survey! (LCS)! and! the! Income! and! Expenditure! Survey! (IES)! conducted! by!
11!
!
Statistics! South! Africa! are! the! two! primary! means! for! profiling! and! monitoring! poverty! and!
inequality!over!time.!They!are!the!leading!tools!for!the!measurement!of!absolute!poverty!and!
inequality!and!are!an!extremely!important!building!block!for!the!Consumer!Price!Index!(CPI)!to!
stay! current!with! the! changing! spending!and!consumption!patterns!of! the! country.!Based!on!
the!international!poverty!lines,!poverty!rates!declined!in!South!Africa!between!2000!and!2006,!
increased! modestly! between! 2006! and! 2009,! which! is! likely! to! be! the! effect! of! the! global!
financial! recession,! and! then! declined! between! 2009! and! 2014! (Figures! 1.3! and! 1.4).! The!
headcount!index!measures!the!proportion!of!the!population!that!is!poor.!Although!it!is!popular!
because!it!is!easy!to!understand!and!measure,!it!does!not!indicate!the!degree!of!poverty.!The!
poverty! gap! index!measures! the! extent! to!which! individuals! fall! below! the! poverty! line! (the!
poverty! gaps)! as! a! proportion! of! the! poverty! line.! The! sum! of! these! poverty! gaps! gives! the!
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South! Africa’s! poverty! alleviation! programs! are! having! a! positive! impact! especially! on! the!
extremely!poor.!As!the!above!international!indicators!may!not!be!particularly!relevant!for!South!
African! households! whose! cost! of! living! may! differ! greatly! from! those! in! other! developing!
countries,!we!now!consider!national!poverty!lines!derived!from!the!cost!of!the!basic!needs!of!
households!in!South!Africa.!In!2008,!Statistics!South!Africa!published!pilot!national!poverty!lines!
that! were! calculated! from! the! 2000! Income! and! Expenditure! Survey! (IES! 2000),! using! an!
internationally! recognized! approach—the! costCofCbasicCneeds! approach—to! produce! three!
poverty! lines!that!capture!different!degrees!of!poverty.!These!are!the!food!poverty! line!(FPL),!
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to! supply! them! with! the! minimum! perCcapitaCperCday! energy! requirement! for! good! health!
(which!is!about!2000!calories).!Both!the!LPL!and!UPL!include!a!nonCfood!component.!Individuals!









Mpumalanga,!North!West,!Northern!Cape! and!Western!Cape.! There!have!been! three!official!
censuses!in!postCapartheid!South!Africa—in!1996,!2001!and!October!2011.!Comparing!the!three!
sets!of!census!data,!we!see!the!following.!The!population!in!1996!was!40.6!million,!increasing!
by! 10.3! percent! to! 44.8! million! in! 2001.! The! population! grew! by! 15.5! percent,! or! almost! 7!
million,!in!the!following!10!years!to!reach!51.7!million!in!2011.!In!1996!and!2001,!KwaZuluCNatal!
(KZN)! had! the! largest! population,! with! 8.6! million! and! 9.6! million! respectively,! followed! by!
Gauteng!at!7.6!and!9.2!million!for!the!two!censuses.!Around!1!million!people!have!moved!to!
Gauteng! in! the! past! decade,! highlighting! the! flow! of! people! from! rural! to! urban! areas.! As! a!
result,! Gauteng’s! population! has! since! surpassed! that! of! KZN! by! 0.8! percent.! The! provincial!





decade! earlier.! The! growth! in! Gauteng! and!Western! Cape! can! be! attributed! largely! to! labor!
migration;! people! tend! to! leave! their! provinces! of! usual! residence! in! search! for!work! in! the!
more! industrialized!provinces! like!Gauteng!and!the!Western!Cape.!Only!56!percent!of!people!
living!in!Gauteng!today!were!born!there.!As!of!December!2015,!Gauteng,!the!smallest!province!
at!only!1.5!percent!of! the!country’s! land!area,! is! the! largest!province!by!population!size!with!
12.2!million!people!(23.7!percent),!followed!by!KZN!with!10.3!million!(19.8!percent).!These!two!
provinces! account! for! 43.5! percent! of! South! Africa’s! population.! They! are! followed! by! the!
Eastern! Cape! with! 6.56! million! (12.7! percent),! the! Western! Cape! with! 5.82! million! (11.3!
percent),!Limpopo!with!5.4!million!(10.4!percent),!Mpumalanga!with!4.04!million!(7.8!percent),!
North! West! with! 3.51! million! (6.8! percent),! and! Free! State! with! 2.75! million! (5.3! percent).!
Although!Northern!Cape!is!the!largest!province,!at!almost!a!third!of!South!Africa's!land!area,!it!
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!
Figure! 1.5! shows! a! gradual! decline! in! the! percentage! share! of! the! total! population! in! the!
Eastern! Cape,! Free! State,! KwaZuluCNatal,! and! Limpopo! provinces! since! 1996.! ! On! the! other!
hand,! Eastern! Cape,! North!West! and! Gauteng! have! recorded! increases! since! 1996;! Gauteng!
shows! the! largest! increase—1.9!percent,! from!22.0!percent! in!2007! to!23.9!percent! in!2014.!




















This! section! reviews! the! developments! in! the! empirical! globalization! and! inequality! literature,!
with! specific! attention! to! approaches! adopted! in! estimating! the! relationship! between!
globalization! and! inequality,! i.e.,! the! nature! of! the! data,! the! estimation! methods,! and! the!
findings.!!Our!survey!of!the!empirical!literature!covers!about!40!studies.!!Of!these,!18!focused!on!
developed! countries,! 12! on! developing! countries,! and! the! remainder! on! both! developed! and!
developing!countries.!Some!of!these!studies!are!summarized!in!Table!1.2.!
!
There! is! no! consensus! from! either! the! empirical! or! the! theoretical! perspective! on! the!
relationship!between!globalization!and!inequality!in!both!developed!and!developing!countries.!

















the! developed! countries;! and! the! dependency! theory! predicts! that! convergence! is! less! likely!
and! divergence! more! likely! because! of! differential! benefits! from! economic! integration! and!
trade,! restricted! free!market! relations,! and!developing! countries!being! locked! into!producing!
certain!commodities.!In!summary,!the!neoclassical!theory!predicts!convergence!(equality)!while!
the!endogenous!growth!theory!predicts!divergence!(inequality).!Many!economists!have!pointed!





rising! imports! from! low! skillCabundant! developing! countries! increase.! Borjas! (1994,! 1999)!
stresses!the!fact!that!immigration!of!unskilled!labor!explains!around!two!thirds!of!the!widening!
of!wage! differentials! for! unskilled!workers! in! the!United! States! in! the! 1980s! and! 1990s.! The!
other! third! is! explained! by! a! combination! of! import! competition! and! unskilledClaborCsaving!










the!1970s.!According! to!him,!most!of! the! increase! in!wage! inequality! results! from!changes! in!
the! structure! of! the! production! process,! in! part! by! outsourcing,! which! involves! moving!
unskilledCintensive!production!processes!to!lowCincome!countries.!
!








personal! income!distribution.!Using! panel! data,! they! showed! that! landC! and! capitalCintensive!
countries!have!less!equal!income!distributions,!while!skillCintensive!countries!have!more!equal!
income!distributions.!In!addition,!they!found!that!the!effect!of!trade!openness!on!inequality!of!
income! depends! on! factor! endowments.! Harrison! and!Hanson! (1999)! examine! the! extent! to!
which! the! increase! in!wage! inequality! in!Mexico!was!associated!with! the!1985! trade! reform.!
They!observed!that!although!the!reform!did!play!a!part,!other!factors,!including!foreign!direct!
investment,! export! orientation,! and! technological! change,! were! also! important.! Regarding!
Mexico,!Robertson! (2000)!argues! that! trade! liberalization!and!“labor! flexibilization”! led! to!an!













to! test! whether! trade! openness! has! an! opposing! effect! with! respect! to! income! inequality!
depending!on!the!country’s! level!of!development,! they!find!that!trade!openness!was!positive!




identified! the! group! of! developing! countries! that! are! participating!more! in! globalization! and!
then!compared!this!with!the!rich!countries.!They!came!up!with!a!series!of!important!findings:!(i)!
the!postC1980!globalizers!are!catching!up!to!the!rich!countries!while!the!rest!of!the!developing!
world! is! falling! farther! behind;! (ii)! a! strong! positive! effect! of! trade! on! growth;! and! (iii)! the!




reduction! in! poor! countries.! In! the! same! vein,! Anderson! (2005)! showed! that! increased!
openness!affects!income!inequalities!within!developing!countries!by!affecting!asset,!spatial!and!
gender! inequalities,! and! also! the! amount! of! income! distribution.! He! further! points! out! that!
most!timeCseries!studies!find!that!greater!openness!has!increased!the!demand!for!skilled!labor,!
but!most!crossCcountry!studies!find!that!greater!trade!openness!has!had!little!impact!on!overall!
income! inequality.!He!explains! that! this! discrepancy!might!be!because! countries! selected! for!
time! series! analysis! are! not! representative! of! the! developing!world.! Also! he! opines! that! the!
effects!of!openness!on! income! inequality!via! the! relative!demand! for! skilled! labor!have!been!
offset!by!its!effects!via!other!channels.!
!
Milanovic! and! Squire! (2007)! examined! the! impact! of! tariff! liberalization! on!wage! inequality.!
Using! data! from! 1980! to! 2000! covering! 144! countries,! they! found! weak! support! for! the!
hypothesis! that! a! reduction! of! tariffs! tends! to! be! associated! with! an! increase! in! interC
occupational!wage!inequality!(i.e.,!education!premium)!and!somewhat!stronger!support!for!the!
position! that! reduction! in! tariffs! is! associated! with! an! increase! in! wage! inequality! between!
industries.!The!latter!effect!will!be!particularly!strong!in!countries!with!a!high!density!of!trade!
unions.! The! implication! of! their! results! is! that! the! poor! benefit! less! than! the! rich! do! from!
liberalization! but! that! their! relative! position! could! be! improved! by! simultaneously! taking!
measures!to!limit!trade!union!power.!
The!findings!from!the!relatively!few!studies!on!the!impact!of!globalization!in!Africa!are!mixed.!




policy! choices! available! to! governments! in! different! countries! and! to! parties! representing!
different!constituencies!within!countries.!He!concluded!that!economic!openness!may!increase!
income! inequality! in! at! least! some! countries,! leading! to! higher! tax! rates! and! larger! partisan!
differences,! but! tax! competition! reduces! interC! and! intraCcountry!differences,! so! that! the!net!
effect! of! openness! is! indeterminate.! The! study! by!Odedokun! and!Round! (2004),! using! crossC
sectional! data! on! 35! countries,! found! no! correlation! between! globalization! and! inequality.!
James!(2002)!analyzed!the!causes!of!globalization!in!terms!of!transaction!costs!and!focused!on!
information! and! communication! technologies! (ICT),! and! technical! change! and! foreign!
investment! driving! globalization! and! their! application! to! developing! problems! in! Africa.! He!
acknowledged!that!technological!change!has!been!a!major!driver! in!global!change,!and!noted!
that,! “though! there! are! a! number! of! mechanisms! through! which! information! technology!




KayizziCMugerwa! (2001)! examines! the! relationship! among! globalization,! growth! and! income!
inequality!in!some!African!countries.!He!found!that!globalization!increased!income!inequality!in!
Uganda!as!the!rural!poor’s!main!assets!continue!to!be! land!and!their!own!labor,!which! is!still!
devoted! to! subsistence.! For! Kenya! also,! he! found! that! like! in! Uganda,! income! inequality!
increased!slightly!due!to!the!civil!strife!and!famine!in!much!of!the!rural!areas.!Using!data!from!
1980! to! 2010,! Cornia! and! Martorano! (2013)! examine! income! inequality! changes! in! some!
developing! countries.! They! found! that! income! inequality! increased! in! the! majority! of! the!
22!
!




copper! and! other! metals,! diamonds,! rare! earths,! timber;! greater! Chinese! foreign! direct!
investment! in! the! primary! and! infrastructural! sector! (as! in! Ethiopia,! Mozambique,! Ghana,!
Angola,! Zambia,! and!especially! South!Africa);! slowly! rising! tourists! receipts! (as! in!Cape!Verde!
and!Rwanda)! and! a! small! rise! in!migrant! remittances;! large! increases! in! aid! (as! in! Tanzania);!




Overall,! very! few! studies! support! the! opinion! that! globalization! decreases! income! inequality!
(Wood,!1994;!Calderon!and!Chong,!2004;!Dollar!and!Kraay! (2004);!and!Hennighausen! (2014).!
The!majority!of!the!crossCcountry!studies!either!do!not!register!any!significant!and!systematic!
relationship!between!globalization!and! income! inequality! (Edwards,!1997;! Li,! Squire!and!Zou,!!































No! indication! that! international! trade! and! capital! mobility!
raise! income! differences! in! industrialized! countries.! Rather,!










Lag! (ARDL)! estimation,! FMQ
OLS!estimation!
GDP! growth! rate,! literacy!




FDI! growth! worsened! inequality.! The! literacy! rate! reduced!
inequality! in! the! long! run,! and! in! the! short! run.! Population!
growth!worsens! inequality! in! the! long! run!while! increase! in!















real! GDP! per! worker,!





Improvements! in!education!are!not!a! sufficient! condition! to!
reduce! income! inequality,! even! though! they! significantly!
improve! living! standards! of! people! at! the! bottom! of! the!
income!distribution.!Also,!increasing!returns!to!education!and!
exogenous! forces! such!as! skillQbiased! technological! progress!
or!globalization!have!offset!the!effects!of!the!fall!in!education!
















Trade! has! a! significant! and! negative! effect! on! regional!
income! inequalities! –! an! increase! of! 1! percent! in! trade!
decreases!regional!income!inequalities!by!0.09!percent.!Also,!

































































but! this! affects! only! workers! endowed! with! the! basic! education!
required! to! be! employed! in! the! exportQoriented! manufacturing!
sector.!!Their!main!conclusion!is!that!the!factor!content!of!net!export!
changes,!expressed!relative!to!the!country's!factor!endowment,!does!












Reforms! toward! economic! freedom! seem! to! increase!
inequality!mainly!in!the!North,!whereas!social!globalization!is!













per! capita,! share! of!
population,! share! of!
labor! force! in! the!
industrial! sector,!and!
human!capital.!
Reforms! towards! economic! freedom! seem! to! increase!
inequality!mainly! in! rich!countries,!and!social!globalization! is!
more! important! in! less! developed! countries.! Monetary!














Total! aggregate! trade! flows! are! weakly! related! to! income!
inequality.!At! the!disaggregate! level,! trade!with!highQincome!
countries! worsens! income! distribution! in! developing!
countries,! for! both! imports! and! exports.! This! supports! the!
hypothesis! that! technological! differentials! between! trading!






























2007! Annual! data! from!
1960! to! 2004! for!
ten! MENA!
countries.!
Regression!analysis! Gini! coefficient,! total!
trade! volume! as! a!
percentage!of!GDP,!and!
FDI! as! a! percentage! of!
GDP.!
Income! inequality! in! the!MENA! region! increased! as! a! result! of!
globalization.!Gini!coefficients!are!positively!correlated!with!the!
indicators!of!globalization!(i.e.!trade!and!FDI).!Income!inequality!
















Trade! openness! increased! income! inequality! in! the! overall!
sample! but! when! the! sample! is! split! into! two! groups,! trade!
increased! inequality! in! developing! countries! but! reduced!







Regression!analysis! Skilled! and! unskilled!
labor,! capital,! GDP,!
term! of! trade,! ! trade!
and!!wages.!
A! strong! decline! in! the! relative! income! of! unskilled! labor!
following!an!improvement!in!the!terms!of!trade.!
Heshmati,!A.! 2003! Panel! data! from!











Foreign! Policy! Magazine! index,! and! the! principal! component!
index.! The! indices! are! composed! of! four! indicators—economic!
integration,! personal! contact,! technology! and! political!
engagement.! The! breakdown! of! the! index! into! major!
components! provides! possibilities! to! identify! sources! of!
globalization.! The! globalization! indices! explains! only! 7! to! 11!




2001! Annual! data! from!








FDI,! and! real! GDP! per!
capita.!
The! results! provide! strong! support! for! the! theory! that! nations!
highly! dependent! on! foreign! capital! experience! high! and!




1997! Annual! data! from!




Panel! regression! on! Gini!
levels.! Used! nine! alternative!
indexes! of! trade! policy! to!





tariff,! and! GDP! per!
capita.!
There! is! no! evidence! to! suggest! that! trade! liberalization! or!
increased! globalization! has! any! significant! impact! on! income!
inequality.! The! analysis! shows! that! while! some! indicators! of!
increased! trade! improve! income! distribution,! others! have! the!







There! are! many! concepts! of! globalization,! some! of! which! are! not! amenable! to!
measurement!and!objective!analysis.!The!economic!dimension!of!globalization!is!often!
captured! with! such! economic! indicators! as! foreign! direct! investment! (FDI)! as! a!





Some! existing! studies! on! South! Africa! examined! the! impact! of! trade! liberalization! on!
wage! inequality.! Although! assessing! the! impact! of! globalization! on! wage! patterns! is!
important! for!understanding!changes! in! income!distribution,! these!studies! take!only!a!
partial! look! at! the! issue.! Globalization! affects! income! distribution! across! and! within!
households.!For!instance,!an!increase!in!the!demand!for!unskilled!workers!will!raise!the!
opportunity! cost! of! home!work! for! women,! and! ultimately! increase! their! labor! force!
participation.!As!a!result,!households’!incomes!will!likely!increase!as!more!women!enter!
the! labor! force,! particularly! among! low! income!households.! Therefore,! examining! the!






































&= 9&, :- !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2)!
!
Thus,! the! Gini! coefficient! is! the! product! of! a! constant,! the! coefficient! of! variation! of!
income,!and!the!correlation!coefficient!between!income!and!rank.!
!
This! study! investigates! how! globalization! affects! income! distribution! using! different!





To! answer! these! questions,! variants! of! the! following! equations! corresponding!






ln&GiniBC &= & βE +&β5&ln
GBBHI
BJBHI
+ &θ&GlobalBC +& OPQ!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! !! (3)!
!
∆ln&GiniBC &= & βE +&β5ln&GiniBC45 &+ β%&ln
GBBHIST
BJBHIST
+ &θ&GlobalBC45 +& OPQ!! (4)!
!
!
∆ln&GiniBC &= & βE +&β5ln&GiniBC45 &+ β%&∆&ln
GBBHI
BJBHI
+ &θ&∆&GlobalBC +& OPQ!! (5)!
!
In! the! equations! above,! gpp! is! the! gross! province! product,! pop! is! the! province!
population,! and!OPQ! is! the!error! term.! Subscripts!p! and! t! refer! to!provinces! and! years!
respectively.!Global,! our! variable! of! interest,! is!measured! using! natural! logarithms,! in!
four!alternative!ways:!as!the!percent!of!province!employment!in!exporting!firms;!as!the!
percent! of! province! employment! in! firms! that! are! foreignGowned;! as! the! ratio! of!
province! exports! to! gpp;! or! as! the! share! of! total! province! trade! to! gpp.! Since! the!
dependent!variable,!the!Gini!coefficient!for!province!p! in!year!t,! increases!with!income!


















nine! provinces! of! South! Africa! and! residents! in! workers’! hostels.! ! The! QLFS! is! a!
householdGbased! sample! survey! that! collects! data! on! the! labor! market! activities! of!
individuals!aged!15!years!and!above!who! live! in!South!Africa.!The! sample! size! for! the!
QLFS! is! roughly! 30000! dwellings! per! quarter.! The! sample! is! designed! to! be!
representative! at! the! provincial! level! and! within! provinces! at! metro! and! nonGmetro!
levels.! Within! the! metros,! the! sample! is! further! distributed! along! four! geography!
types—urban! formal,! urban! informal,! farms,! and! tribal.! This! implies! that! within! a!
metropolitan!area,! the! sample! is! representative!of! the!different! geography! types! that!
may!exist!within!that!metro.!
!
The! summary! statistics! of! the!Global! variables! are! presented! in! Table! 1.3! below.! As!
discussed! earlier,! the! global! variable! is! measured! in! four! alternative! ways:! as! the!








! G1! G2! G3! G4!
!Mean! !21.16529! !26.42672! !18.69121! !26.9381!
!Median! !18.0535! !21.96325! !15.6379! !25.14643!
!Std.!Dev.! 14.51385!! !14.62191! !11.10498! !14.49025!
!Skewness! !1.496511! !0.452493! !1.777262! !1.646799!











‘equivalence! scales’,! I! assign! the! same!weights! to! children!and!adults!and!use! income!
per!capita.!!
!
Table! 1.4! shows! the! Gini! coefficients! for! South! Africa! from! 1996! to! 2012.! The! Gini!
coefficients!vary!slightly!depending!on!whether!we!use!monetary! income!only!or!total!
income;!and!on!whether!we!use!aggregate!or!per!member!household! income.!As! the!
four! different! measurements! of! the! Gini! yield! similar! estimates,! this! study! uses! the!











































































































































































































improvements! in! income! distribution! immediately! after! apartheid.! For! instance,!
between!1996!and!2012,!South!Africa’s!monetary!income!Gini!fell!from!0.664!to!0.522,!
approximately!21!percent! reduction.! In!addition,! the!provinces! saw!Gini! reductions!of!
between!9!percent!and!17!percent.!Although!income!inequality!was!still!relatively!high!




from! that! of! 1996.!As! shown! in! Tables! 1.6a,! 1.6b! and!1.6c,! the!Gini! coefficients! from!
1999!to!2012!are!statistically!different!from!the!1996!observation.! Income!distribution!
improved!towards!the!end!of!the!period!relative!to!1996!for!the!entire!country,!that!is,!





 1999 2001 2004 2008 2012 
Gauteng - + - - - 
Western Cape - - - - - 
Northern Cape - - - - - 
KwaZulu-Natal - - - - - 
Mpumalanga - - - - - 
Free State - - - - - 
North West - - - - - 
Eastern Cape - - - - - 
Limpopo - - - - - 








 1999 2001 2004 2008 2012 
Gauteng - - - - 0 
Western Cape 0 0 + 0 - 
Northern Cape - + - - - 
KwaZulu-Natal + - 0 + + 
Mpumalanga - - - - - 
Free State - + - + - 
North West + - + - + 
Eastern Cape - + - - + 
Limpopo 0 - - 0 - 
All 0 0 - - - 
!
Table!1.6c:!Statistically!Significant!Changes!in!Gini!Coefficients!for!Rural!Households!(Relative!to!1996)!
 1999 2001 2004 2008 2012 
Gauteng - - - - - 
Western Cape - 0 - - 0 
Northern Cape - - - 0 - 
KwaZulu-Natal + - - - - 
Mpumalanga - + - - - 
Free State 0 - + - - 
North West - - - - - 
Eastern Cape - + - - - 
Limpopo 0 0 - - 0 
All - - - - - 
Source:!Author’s!calculations!based!on!the!GHS!data!
Notes:! Statistically! significant! changes! at! the! 5! percent! level.! Increases! in! the! Gini! coefficients! are!
represented!by!“+”,!reduction!by!“G”!and!“0”!means!no!change.!
!
From! Tables! 1.7a! and! 1.7b,! we! see! that! income! concentration! among! the! urban!
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A: Using Monetary Income 
 

























B: Using Total Income 
 
























































































In! general,! income! distribution! improved! in! South! Africa! and! for! urban! and! rural!
households! during! the! period! under! consideration.! Some! provinces! witnessed!
substantial! reductions! in! income! inequality! while! others! experienced! only! marginal!
declines.! As! Gauteng,! Western! Cape,! Northern! Cape! and! KwaZuluGNatal! are! well!
developed!and!have!strong!international!economic!links,!I!hypothesize!that!globalization!
may! be! correlated! with! reductions! in! income! concentration.! In! the! next! section,! I!









Regressions! 1! to! 4! in! both!panels! show!an! inverse! relationship! between! globalization!
and!inequality,!which!implies!that!the!larger!the!degree!of!globalization,!the!lower!the!
income! inequality.! It! is! however! possible! that! foreign! firms! and! exporters! locate! in!
provinces! where! inequality! is! not! too! high! because! inequality! often! breeds! social!
instability! and! poor! governance,! factors! likely! to! discourage! foreign! investors.! I! use!
instrumental! variables! to!avoid! the!potential! endogeneity!between! inequality! and! the!
measures! of! globalization,!which! could! bias! the!OLS! estimates.! I! also! standardize! the!
coefficients! to! allow! for! easier! comparison! of! the! Global! variables.! Looking! at! the!
coefficients!of!the!four!Global!variables,(G2!appears!to!be!the!most!meaningful.!This!is!
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Table!1.9!below! tells!us!whether! inequality!declines! faster! in!provinces! that!are!more!
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Given! the! geographic! characteristics! of! South! Africa! and! the! preponderance! of! trade!
and!investment,!this!study!uses!provinces’!proximity!to!South!Africa’s!main!access!to!the!
global!economy,!the!international!airport!and!seaports,!as!instruments.!The!intuition!for!
the!selection!of! these! instruments! is! that!globalization! is!clearly! related!to!geography,!
i.e.,! proximity! to! global! trading! partners.! The! first! stage! regressions! that! test! the!
strength!of!this!instrument!are!presented!in!the!Appendix.!!
!
Tables! 1.8,! 1.9! and! 1.10! present! the!OLS,! fixed! effects! (FE),! 2SLS! and! FEG2SLS! results.!
Once! again,! from! some! of! the! results,! we! see! that! globalization! has! a! negative! and!
statistically! significant! impact! on! inequality! in! South! Africa.! The! use! of! instrumental!
variables!increases!the!estimated!impact,!suggesting!that!regressions!1!to!4!might!have!
been! affected! by! the! endogeneity! problem! described! earlier.! Putting! these! results!
together,!the!evidence!in!panels!A!and!B!of!Tables!1.8!suggests!that!greater!links!to!the!
world! economy! either! have! impact! on! income!distribution!when!we! include! province!
fixed! effects,! or! reduce! inequality.! Focusing! on! panel! A! of! Table! 1.8,! a! one! percent!
increase!in!employment!in!foreign!or!exportGoriented!firms!reduces!the!Gini!coefficient!
by! less! than!1!percent.!The! results!are! similar!when!province!exports!or! total! trade! is!











the! results! obtained! with! the! 2SLS! regressions! yield! estimated! coefficients! that! are!
greater,! in!absolute!terms,!than!OLS!estimates.!Panels!A!and!B!of!Table!1.10!show!the!
estimates! of! equation! 5! which! investigates! whether! changes! in! the! extent! of!
globalization! translate! into! a! reduction! in! inequality.! The! results! here! also! do! not!
support! the! position! that! globalization! has! a! significant! effect! on! inequality! in! South!
Africa.! Overall,! the! results! suggest! that! provinces! that! are! more! globalized! will!
experience! declines! in! inequality.! We! observed! that! province! fixed! effects! yields!
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In! general,! we! can! infer! from! our! results! of! estimating! equations! 3! to! 5! that!
globalization!is!not!completely!positively!correlated!with!income!inequality.!Rather,!our!
results! indicate! that! provinces! that! are! more! globalized! are! more! egalitarian.! These!
provinces!also!appear! to!have!experienced! the! steepest!declines! in! inequality.! Finally,!




(presented! in! the!appendix)! to! check! the! strength!of!our! instrument! for!globalization,!
i.e.,! proximity! to! sea! and! airports.! This! instrument! did! not! perform!well! for! the! twoG
stage!least!squares!difference!estimations,!although!distance!is!not!a!particularly!strong!
instrument! for! the! level! and! evolution! of! globalization! in! this! study.! This! makes! the!
instrumental!variable!results!not!very!reliable!for!!A!quadratic!‘gpp!per!capita’!term!was!
added!to!the!model! in!equation!(3)!to!test!for!the!presence!of!a!Kuznets!effect,!which!
states! that! inequality! first! increases! and! then! reduces! as! an! economy! advances.! The!
results!of!this!are!presented!in!Table!1.11,!Table!1.12!and!Table!1.13!below.!We!see!the!
similarity! between! the! OLS! and! the! fixed! effects! estimates! with! province! dummies!
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The!first!column!(Reg(1)! is! the!baseline!equation!and!the!results!here!match!for!G2! in!
Panel!A!of!Table!1.8.!A!quadratic!term!is!added!for!gpp!per!capita!in!Reg(2!to!test!for!a!
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As! is! sometimes! the! case,! theory! is! well! ahead! of! empirical! work! when! it! comes! to!
understanding! the! impact! of! globalization! on! income! inequality.! In! addition,! the!
proliferation! of! theories! has! yielded! considerable! uncertainty! about! what! are! the!















South! Africa! is! an! upper! middle! income! country! and! has! the! second! largest! GDP! in!
Africa.! It! is! relatively!developed!and! its!economic!relationships!with!many!countries! in!
the!world!continue!to!improve!since!the!end!of!apartheid.!The!policy!implications!of!our!
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in!1996,!and! the!new!government!announced!a! tariff! rationalization!process!aimed!at!
simplifying! the! tariff! structure.! The! liberalization! of! the! trade! regime! consisted! of!
replacing! quantitative! restrictions! with! ad! valorem! tariff! lines,! a! simplification! of! the!
tariff! regime,!accompanied!by!a!gradual!but! significant! reduction! in! tariff! rates,! and!a!
phasing! out! of! a! substantial! export! subsidization! scheme.! As! a! result,! the! number! of!
tariff! lines! fell! from!over!13,000! in!1990,! to!6,420! in!2006,!and!1,511! in!October!2013!
(South!African!Revenue!Service).!In!addition!to!trade!liberalization,!South!Africa!has!also!
engaged!in!a!number!of!trade!agreements—accession!to!the!World!Trade!Organization!
(WTO);! conclusion! of! Free! Trade! Agreements! (FTA)! negotiations! with! the! European!
Union! (EU);!modest! trade! agreements!with!MERCOSUR9;! improved! relations!with! the!














has! had! deleterious! effects! on! wages! in! South! Africa.! Although! some! empirical! work!
suggests!that!trade!liberalization!has!changed!the!returns!to!various!skills!levels,!results!
from!the!studies!by!Abodi!and!Edwards!(2002),!and!Fiandeiro!and!Rankin!(2008)!showed!
that! trade! liberalization! has! not! negatively! affected! lessGskilled! labor! and! therefore!
cannot! be! responsible! for! the! continuing! decline! in! employment! among! the! lowerG
skilled.!They!argue!that!trade!liberalization!is!in!fact!good!for!wages.!Also,!evidence!from!
some! other! emerging! economies! like! India,! Mexico! and! Russia! indicates! that! trade!
liberalization! has! not! negatively! affected! the! manufacturing! sector! but! rather! has!
improved!the!performance!of!industries!in!these!countries.!
!
Contrary! views! were! expressed! by! Cattaneo! (1997),! Edwards! (1999),! Koujianou,!
Goldberg!and!Pavenik! (2004),!Hoekman!and!Winters! (2005),!Theron!et!al.! (2007),!and!
Rodrik! and! Rosenzweig! (2009)! who! echoed! the! view! that! there! is! no! significant!
improvement! in! the! employment! situation! in! the! period! of! trade! liberalization.!
According! to! them,! only! the! structure! of! employment! has! changed! in! that! formal!











emerging!economies! in!Asia,! Latin!America!and! the!Caribbean13.!Results! from!the! few!
studies!on!African!economies!are!mixed14.!Although!studies!by!Fedderke!et!al.! (2003),!
van!de!Winkel! (2005)!and!Fiandeiro!and!Rankin! (2008)!provided!some!motivation!and!
contributed! to! the! debate! on! the! relationship! between! trade! and! wages,! their!
conclusions!cannot!be!generalized.!With!the!availability!of!new!and!consistent!data,!this!









The! postG1994! introduction! of! a! set! of! labor!market! reforms! was! an! offshoot! of! the!
national! Reconstruction! and! Development! Plan! (RDP)! principles! of! a! more! inclusive!
society!with!equal!opportunities!and!the!prevention!of!worker!exploitation.!These!labor!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




















Labor!Relations!Act!of!1995! Ensure! orderly! collective!
bargaining! and! workplace!
democracy.!
All! workers! except! the! defense!
force,! secret! services! and!
essential!services.!
Basic! Conditions! of! Employment!
Act!of!1997!
Raise! minimum! rights! standards!
for! all! workers,! improve!
enforcement! mechanisms,! and!
mandate! the! Employment!
Condition! Commission! to! report!
to!the!Minister!of!labor.!
All! workers,! including! partGtime,!
except! in! the! defense! force,!
secret! services! and! essential!
services.!
Employment!Equity!Act!of!1998! Eliminate! unfair! discrimination,!
and! ensure! the! implementation!
of!affirmative!action.!
Employees! in! firms! with! more!
than!50!employees.!
Skills!Development!Act!of!1998! Devise! and! implement! national,!
sectoral!and!workplace!strategies!




Skills! Development! Levies! Act! of!
1999!
Collect! funding! for! the! National!
Skills!Development!Fund.!
All! employers! except! the! public!
service,! religious! and! charity!
organizations.!
Unemployment! Insurance! Act! of!
2001!





All! employers! and! workers!
except! those! working! less! than!
24! hours! a! month,! ! public!







Two! types! of! institutionalized! wage! bargaining—sectoral! determination! and! the!
bargaining! councils—were! launched!as!part!of! the! labor!market! reforms!of! the!1990s!
and!2000s.! The! former! covers!workers! in!a! group!of! sectors! in!which! it! is!difficult! for!
workers!to!organize—farm!workers,!domestic!servants,!civil!engineering,!wholesale!and!
retail,! forestry,!private! security,! taxi! industry!and! small!business.! In! these! sectors,! the!
Minister! of! Labor! is! expected! to! set! minimum! wages! which! are! subject! to! periodic!
review.!The!bargaining!councils!cover!collective!bargaining!at!a!sectoral!rather!than!firm!




fair! treatment!of!partGtime!workers,! contract!workers! and!workers!employed! through!
temporary!employment!agencies! (commonly! referred! to!as! labor!brokers).! In! general,!
the! amendments! strengthened! the! position! of! those! already! in! jobs! and! reduced! the!
flexibility! of! firms! in! hiring! and! firing.!A! new!development! currently! being!debated! in!






Figures! 2.1a! and! 2.1b! show! sectoral! contributions! to! GDP! in! 1994! and! 2014,! with! a!
special! focus! on! the! manufacturing! sector.! We! see! the! manufacturing! sector! as! a!













of! South! Africa’s! economic! evolution,! the!manufacturing! sector! remains! a! prominent!
and!valuable!industry!that!can!contribute!immensely!to!economic!growth,!job!creation!

















In! the! period! between! 1994! and! 2014,! the! share! of! GDP! coming! from! the! transport,!
storage!and!communication!sector! increased!by!50!percent,! the!share!of! financial!and!
business!services!expanded!by!42!percent,!and!the!share!of!construction!by!47!percent,!
while! the! remaining! five! sectors!had! their! shares!of!GDP!decline.! The! sector!with! the!
most! marked! change! is! mining! and! quarry,! whose! contribution! to! GDP! fell! from! 11!









labor! cost! that! increased! by! 84.9%,! with! a! large! divergence! occurring! after! the!
international! financial! crisis! in! 2008.! Going! forward,! either! labor! prices! in! the!
manufacturing!industry!will!have!to!increase!at!a!much!slower!pace,!or!productivity!will!







Figure! 2.3! below! confirms! the! gap! that! opened! up! between! unit! labor! cost! and!
productivity! shown! in! Figure!2.2.! ! This! graph! shows! that! the!percentage!utilization!of!


























 Growth!(2001G2012)! Employment!Shares! Share! of!
Change**!
 Absolute! Relative*! 2001! 2012! 2001G2012!
Primary! G719,232! G2.6! 0.15! 0.07! G0.28!
Agriculture! G514,468! G2.7! 0.10! 0.04! G0.20!
Mining! G204,764! G2.2! 0.05! 0.02! G0.08!
Secondary! 537,376! 1.0! 0.20! 0.21! 0.21!
Manufacturing! 112,149! 0.3! 0.14! 0.12! 0.04!
Utilities! 10,774! 0.5! 0.008! 0.008! 0.004!
Construction! 141,453! 2.5! 0.05! 0.07! 0.16!
Tertiary! 2,720,821! 1.6! 0.63! 0.71! 1.08!
Trade! 513,572! 0.9! 0.21! 0.21! 0.20!
Transport! 288,364! 2.1! 0.04! 0.06! 0.11!
Financial! 782,108! 2.8! 0.09! 0.13! 0.31!
CSPS! 1,041,524! 2.1! 0.17! 0.22! 0.42!
Private!
households!
95,253! 0.4! 0.09! 0.08! 0.04!
Total! 2,497,763! 1.0! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
Sources:!Statistic!South!Africa!(2013)!and!Bharat!et!al.!(2014)!!
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The! last! column! in! Table! 2.2! provides! a! key! insight! into! the! scale! of! economic! and!
employment!shifts.!The!community,!social!and!personal!services!(CSPS)!sector!and!the!
financial! and! business! services! sector! together! accounted! for! 73! percent! of! the! total!



















Agric.,! Hunting,! Forestry! &!
Fishing!
14.99! 9.23! 4.98! G38.40! G46.06!
Mining!and!Quarrying! 2.91! 3.57! 2.74! 22.41! G23.18!
Manufacturing! 16.65! 14.63! 12.22! G12.13! G16.48!
Electricity,!Gas,!&!Water!supply! 0.95! 0.87! 0.87! G9.09! 0.30!
Construction! 4.63! 7.11! 7.69! 53.65! 8.17!
Wholesale!&!Retail!Trade! 17.58! 21.65! 21.11! 23.13! G2.50!
Transport,! Storage! &!
Communication!
5.25! 4.86! 6.15! G7.56! 26.66!
Financial! intermediations,!
Insurance!&!Related!Services!
5.65! 9.87! 13.45! 74.66! 36.22!
Community,! Social! &! Personal!
Services!(CSPS)!
31.11! 18.83! 22.48! G39.46! 19.38!













The! sectors! in! Table! 2.4! below! are! arranged! in! descending! order! according! to! the!
importGexport!ratio.!It!helps!to!identify!sectors!that!are!major!net!importers!and!major!
net! exporters.!NonGferrous!metal,!motor! vehicles! and! iron! and! steel! products! are! the!
largest!contributors!to!exports!at!R52.7!billion! (16.9%!of! total!manufacturing!exports),!
R44.9! billion! (14.4%)! and! R43.3! billion! (or! 13.9%! of! total! manufacturing! exports)!
respectively.! Basic! chemicals! at! R27! billion! (9%! of! total! manufacturing! exports)! also!
contributed! significantly! to! export! earnings.! Regarding! exports! in! proportion! to! total!
supply! in!the!manufacturing! industry,!nonGferrous!metals! (61.4%),! jewelry!(53.9%)!and!
general! machinery! (52.8%)! show! large! percentages.! Bakery! products! (0.7%),! tobacco!
products! (0.8%)! and! footwear! (0.8%)! show! the! lowest! export! percentages! (as! a!
percentage! of! total! industry! supply! at! purchases! prices)! in! 2014.! For! imports,! motor!
vehicles! and! parts! (at! R77.7! billion! or! 14.7%! of! total! manufacturing! imports),! special!
machinery!(R40!billion!or!7.7%!of!total!manufacturing!imports)!and!radio!and!televisions!
(at!R40!billion!or!7.1%!of!total!manufacturing!imports)!were!the!biggest!contributors!to!





(80.4%),! aircrafts! (75.3%),! radio! and! televisions! (62.4%)! and! engines! and! turbines!




machinery;! engines! and! turbines;! nonGferrous! metals;! ships! and! boats;! and! aircrafts!
parts—import! large! proportions! of! total! supply,! add! some! value! and! then! export!
significant!proportions!of!total!supply!also.!The!Small!and!Medium!Enterprises!perform!
















































Footwear" 17!528! 145! 0.8%! 5!873! 33.5%! 40.6!
Wearing"apparel" 55!360! 577! 1.0%! 20!074! 36.3%! 34.8!
NonSstructural"ceramic" 5!002! 67! 1.3%! 1!254! 25.1%! 18.7!
Domestic"appliances" 19!569! 634! 3.2%! 10!541! 53.9%! 16.6!
Radio,"television" 60!468! 2!457! 4.1%! 37!747! 62.4%! 15.4!
Other"transport"equipment" 5!072! 139! 2.7%! 1!977! 39.0%! 14.2!
Pharmaceutical"products" 46!677! 985! 2.1%! 12!940! 27.7%! 13.1!
Office"machinery" 30!209! 2!639! 8.7%! 24!291! 80.4%! 9.2!
Knitting"fabrics" 3!915! 74! 1.9%! 527! 13.5%! 7.1!
Medical"appliances" 29!028! 2!494! 8.6%! 17!397! 59.9%! 7!
Oils"and"fats" 23!320! 1!302! 5.6%! 9!164! 39.3%! 7!
Structure" nonSrefractory"
clay" 14!077! 437! 3.1%! 2!343! 16.6%! 5.4!
Pasta"products" 1!251! 32! 2.5%! 161! 12.9%! 5.1!
Manufactured" products"
n.e.c.*" 12!856! 1!158! 9.0%! 5!735! 44.6%! 5!
Special"machinery" 74!895! 8!812! 11.8%! 40!803! 54.5%! 4.6!
Printing" 41!530! 535! 1.3%! 2!210! 5.3%! 4.1!
Other"rubber"products" 9!274! 588! 6.3%! 2!347! 25.3%! 4!
Starches"products" 11!633! 173! 1.5%! 691! 5.9%! 4!
Textile"fabrics" 17!281! 763! 4.4%! 2!930! 17.0%! 3.8!
Lifting"equipment" 9!820! 1!228! 12.5%! 4!277! 43.6%! 3.5!
Textile"n.e.c.*" 8!053! 464! 5.8%! 1!641! 20.4%! 3.5!
Meat" 46!151! 670! 1.5%! 2!283! 4.9%! 3.4!
Electrical"machinery" 70!079! 5!681! 8.1%! 18!357! 26.2%! 3.2!
Aircrafts" 12!716! 2!983! 23.5%! 9!570! 75.3%! 3.2!
Bearings,"gears" 8!961! 1!330! 14.8%! 4!171! 46.5%! 3.1!
Tanks,"reservoirs" 4!852! 279! 5.8%! 868! 17.9%! 3.1!
Pumps,"compressors" 15!151! 2!512! 16.6%! 7!486! 49.4%! 3!
MadeSup"textile,"articles" 16!467! 534! 3.2%! 1!578! 9.6%! 3!
Dairy"products" 40!699! 291! 0.7%! 854! 2.1%! 2.9!
Bakery"products" 35!916! 107! 0.3%! 297! 0.8%! 2.8!
Ships"and"boats" 3!929! 834! 21.2%! 2!333! 59.4%! 2.8!
Plastic"products" 56!077! 2!329! 4.2%! 6!396! 11.4%! 2.7!
Grain"mill"products" 51!947! 503! 1.0%! 1!367! 2.6%! 2.7!
Rubber"tires" 18!799! 1!632! 8.7%! 4!364! 23.2%! 2.7!
Petroleum"products" 208!907! 10!967! 5.2%! 28!115! 13.5%! 2.6!
Vegetables" 8!752! 265! 3.0%! 691! 7.9%! 2.6!
Railway"and"trams" 3!094! 315! 10.2%! 813! 26.3%! 2.6!
Glass"products" 13!363! 687! 5.1%! 1!692! 12.7%! 2.5!
Animal"feeding" 20!233! 206! 1.0%! 487! 2.4%! 2.4!
Paint,"related"products" 32!449! 1!311! 4.0%! 2!745! 8.5%! 2.1!




Fertilizers,"pesticides" 33!389! 3!585! 10.7%! 7!058! 21.1%! 2!
Leather"products" 10!145! 913! 9.0%! 1!833! 18.1%! 2!
Other"fabricated"metal" 59!441! 5!804! 9.8%! 11!214! 18.9%! 1.9!
Confectionary"products" 5!587! 532! 9.5%! 985! 17.6%! 1.9!
NonSmetallic" products"
n.e.c.*" 14!895! 1!015! 6.8%! 1!869! 12.5%! 1.8!
Soft"drinks" 21!423! 164! 0.8%! 297! 1.4%! 1.8!
Motor"vehicles,"parts" 282!708! 44!931! 15.9%! 77!771! 27.5%! 1.7!
Plaster,"cement" 15!439! 265! 1.7%! 439! 2.8%! 1.7!
Engines,"turbines" 19!285! 7!355! 38.1%! 11!923! 61.8%! 1.6!
Food"n.e.c.*" 22!942! 1!430! 6.2%! 2!189! 9.5%! 1.5!
Carpets" 3!062! 223! 7.3%! 328! 10.7%! 1.5!
Soap,"cleaning,"perfume" 41!997! 2!312! 5.5%! 2!952! 7.0%! 1.3!
Wood"products" 38!703! 2!760! 7.1%! 3!175! 8.2%! 1.2!
Structural"metal"products" 26!705! 3!771! 14.1%! 3!800! 14.2%! 1!
Furniture" 25!725! 3!575! 13.9%! 3!642! 14.2%! 1!
Basic"chemicals" 95!855! 27!958! 29.2%! 24!991! 26.1%! 0.9!
General"machinery" 21!216! 11!195! 52.8%! 9!907! 46.7%! 0.9!
Paper"products" 80!285! 8!588! 10.7%! 6!809! 8.5%! 0.8!
Sugar" 16!160! 578! 3.6%! 387! 2.4%! 0.7!
NonSferrous"metals" 85!881! 52!711! 61.4%! 30!490! 35.5%! 0.6!
Wastes,"scraps" 19!299! 5!945! 30.8%! 2!932! 15.2%! 0.5!
Tobacco"products" 40!018! 772! 1.9%! 292! 0.7%! 0.4!
Articles"of"concrete" 14!392! 227! 1.6%! 90! 0.6%! 0.4!
Iron,"steel"products" 131!338! 43!334! 33.0%! 11!391! 8.7%! 0.3!
Jewelry" 11!519! 6!209! 53.9%! 1!618! 14.0%! 0.3!
Alcohol,"beverages" 76!964! 5!543! 7.2%! 1!426! 1.9%! 0.3!
Fish" 15!273! 2!934! 19.2%! 920! 6.0%! 0.3!
Fruit"and"nuts" 13!811! 3!447! 25.0%! 661! 4.8%! 0.2!
Source:!Statistics!South!Africa,!2015;!*n.e.c.!means!not!elsewhere!classified!
!
III" Trade" Liberalization" and" Wages:" Theoretical" Predictions" and"
Literature"Review"
III.1( Trade(and(Wages:(Theoretical(Predictions(
The! main! feature! of! a! perfectly! competitive! labor! market! is! that! workers! are!
compensated! according! to! their! opportunity! cost,! which! depends! on! accumulated!
human! capital! and,! most! often,! the! working! conditions.! This! implies! that! job!




wages,! and! it! is! therefore! expected! that! equally! productive! workers! would! receive!
compensation! packages! that! provide! equal! levels! of! utility.! However,! industry! wage!
differentials! exist! and! several! factors! are! responsible,! two! of! which! are! unobserved!
differences! in!worker!quality!between! industries;!and!differences! in! job!characteristics!




standard!used! in!analyzing! the!channels! through!which! trade! liberalization!affects! the!
labor!market.! It!assumes!perfect!competition,! i.e.,!no!market!distortions!such!as! labor!
unions! or! taxes,! that! might! influence! production! and! consumption! decisions.! Also,! it!
assumes! perfect! mobility! of! factors! of! production! between! industries! within! each!
country! and! predicts! that! countries! will! export! products! that! use! their! relatively!
abundant! factors! of! production,! and! import! products! that! use! their! scarce! economic!
resources.! Thus,! trade! will! influence! the! price! of! factors! of! production.! Under! the!
assumption!of!full!employment!and!product!differentiation,!the!HGO!model!leads!to!the!
StolperGSamuelson!(SGS)!theorem!which!describes!the!relationship!between!the!relative!
prices! of! output! and! relative! factor! prices.! It! relates! factor! price! changes! to! trade!
liberalization! and is! often! cited! to! support! the! position! that! increasing! trade! with!
developed! countries! is! a!major! cause!of! the! increasing! inequality! in!many!developing!
countries.! The! neoclassical! HGO! trade! model! used! by! Stolper! and! Samuelson! (1941)!






negligible.! In! a! model! with! two! factors,! for! instance,! skilled! and! unskilled! labor,! as!
countries! reduce! trade! barriers,! the! relative! prices! of! skillGintensive! goods!will! rise! in!
skillGabundant!countries,!and!fall! in!skillGpoor!countries.!As!this!happens,!skilled!wages!
rise!and!unskilled!wages!(absolute!as!well!as!relative)!fall!in!the!skillGabundant!countries.!
Under! free! trade,!wages!of!each! factor! (skilled!or!unskilled)!would!be!equal!across!all!
countries,! that! is,! factor! price! equalization! (FPE)! occurs.! The!main! implication! of! this!
model!for!this!study!is!that!wages!will!tend!towards!parity!among!countries!that!trade!
with!each!other.!
The!New!Trade!Theory! (NTT),! introduced!by!Krugman! (1979),! relies!on! the!notions!of!
increasing! returns! to! scale,! network! effects! of! intraGindustry! trade! and! a! desire! for!
variety.! For! Krugman,! trade! expands!markets! and! improves! efficiency! because! larger!
production! runs! are! possible.! Krugman! demonstrates! that! increasing! returns! lead! to!
specialization!and!trade!(in!addition!to!factor!endowments!and!comparative!advantage);!




Domestic! demand! thus! determines! which! country! produces! which! goods,! and! also!
international!trade!patterns.!One!important!application!of!this!analysis!is!to!the!impact!




country! trades! with! a! laborGrich! country,! the! returns! to! each! factor! of! production!
become! more! equal.! Labor! in! the! capitalGrich! country! receives! lower! wages! due! to!




South!African!workers! should! see! their!wages! rise! as! demand! for! their! services! rises.!
Melitz!(2003)!building!on!Krugman’s!NTT!in!what!is!sometimes!referred!to!as!the!‘new’!
NTT,! places! emphasis! on! the! growing! trend! of! intermediate! goods! and! intraGindustry!
trade.! He! stresses! the! importance! of! firms! rather! than! sectors! in! understanding! the!
opportunities! and! challenges! facing! countries! in! the! age! of! globalization.! As!
international! trade! is! increasingly! liberalized,! industries! of! comparative! advantage! are!
expected!to!thrive!while!industries!of!comparative!disadvantage!are!expected!to!shrink.!
Within! the! same! industry,! some! firms! are! not! able! to! cope! with! international!
competition! while! others! thrive.! The! resulting! intraGindustry! reallocations! of! market!




in! specialized! production! inputs! (which! benefits! firms! that! use! those! inputs).! While!
consumers! benefit! from! increased! choice,! firms! benefit! from! increased! productivity!









eliminating! them.!With! trade! liberalization,! the! expectation! is! that! betterGperforming!
firms!will!expand,!the!worseGperforming!ones!contract!and!the!worst!performing!ones!
exit.! This! should! generate! a! reallocation! effect! that! leads! to! a! rise! in! aggregate!
productivity,!and!by!extension,!welfare!gains!for!the!workers!in!terms!of!higher!pay!and!
benefits.! The! HGO! model! has! been! used! to! support! the! argument! that! trade!
liberalization!is!essential!for!increasing!wages!and!employment!in!developing!countries,!
which! are! endowed! with! relatively! abundant! labor.! However,! the! model’s! predicted!
impact!of!trade!liberalization!on!middle!income!countries!like!South!Africa!is!unclear,!as!
these! countries! often! find! themselves! competing! against! both! developed! and!
developing!economies.!With! the!decline! in! the!protection!of! a!number!of!products,! a!
wide!range!of!outcomes!that!affect!relative!wages!are!possible!(Markusen!and!Venables!
(2005),!Krugman!(2008),!DixGCarneiro!(2014)!and!Autor,!Dorn!and!Hanson!(2013)).!There!








Globalization! has! dramatically! increased! the! importance! of! international! trade! and!
sparked!a! significant!policy!debate! in!both!developed!and!developing! countries!about!













inequality! effects! of! trade.! For! instance,! Harrison! and!McMillan! (2007)! pointed! out! a!
number! of! issues,! most! especially! the! likelihood! that! different! countries! produce!
different!goods!(which!invalidates!the!StolperGSamuelson!theorem),!and!the!presence!of!
laborGmarket! frictions.! The!HGO! theory!was!unable! to!explain! falls! in! relative!unskilled!
wages! in! some! lowGincome,! literate! landGscarce! countries! (Williamson,! 1997);! falling!





sectors! than! between! sectors! (Melitz,! 2003).! Some! studies! on! countries! engaged! in!
trade! reforms! from! the! early! 1980s! to! the! late! 1990s! report! positive! effects! of! trade!
liberalization! on! employment! and! wages! while! others! report! negative! effects.! The!
literature! suggests! several! explanations! for! the! existence! of! large! wage! differentials!
across! industries! for! seemingly! similar!workers,! see!Dickens! and! Katz! (1987),! Krueger!
and! Summers! (1988),! and! Katz! et! al.! (1989).! Some! of! the! reasons! suggested! by! the!
standard! competitive! labor! market! model! are! differences! in! labor! quality! and!
compensating! wage! differentials! for! the! quality! of! employment.! If! industry! wage!
differentials!exist!due!to!compensating!differentials,!trade!should!not!have!any!effect!on!
wage! premiums.! The! nonGcompetitive! reasons! for! the! existence! of! industry! wage!
differentials! may! include! efficiency! wage! theories,! rent! sharing! by! firms! or! collective!
action! threats! and! bargaining! models.! Trade! reforms! could! affect! wage! premiums! in!
perfectly! competitive! product! and! factor! markets! if! there! is! short! run! immobility! of!
labor,!as! trade! reforms!would! reduce! the! relative! returns! to! the! factor! specific! to! the!
sector! in!which!tariffs!are!reduced!more.!Trade!could!also!affect!wages! if!workers!are!
heterogeneous,! as! a! reduction! in! tariffs! could! affect! relative! wages! by! changing! the!
composition! of! workers.! Industry! wage! differences! could! also! reflect! transitory!
differentials!related!to!imperfect!short!run!labor!mobility.!
!





of! the! rents! from! protection! in! the! form! of! more! jobs! rather! than! higher! wages,!
McDonald!and!Solow!(1981),!and!thus,!trade!will!not!have!any!effect!on!relative!wages!
but! only! on! employment.! When! performanceGbased! layoff! rules! are! replaced! by!




Levy! and!Murnane! (1992)! concluded! in! their! survey! of! sources! of! earnings! inequality!
that! firmGspecific! and! plantGspecific! effects! are! important! sources! of! earnings!
differences! among! workers.! Davis! and! Haltiwanger! (1992),! using! data! on! U.S.!




intensity.! Groshen! (1991)! provided! similar! evidence—namely! that! occupation! and!
establishment!alone!explained!over!90!percent!of! the!variation!of!wages!among!blueG
collar! workers.! Dunne! and! Schmitz! (1995)! using!manufacturing! plant! data,! estimated!
that!workers! at! establishments! classified! as! the!most! technologyGintensive! earned! 16!
percent!more!than!those!at!the! least!technologyGintensive!plants.!Dunne!et!al.! (2002),!
using!more!recent!establishment!data,!concluded!that!a!substantial!portion!of!the!rising!
dispersion! in!wages! is! due! to! increases! in!wage!differentials! between!establishments.!




correlated! with! both! computer! intensity! and! overall! capital! intensity.! Rama! (2003)!
shows!that!although!wages!grow!faster!in!developing!economies!that!integrate!with!the!
rest! of! the!world,! openness! to! trade! nevertheless! has! a! negative! short! run! transitory!
effect.!
!
Results! from! studies! on! the! effect! of! trade! liberalization! on! wages! and! employment!
range! from:! increase! in!employment!but!no!effect!on!wages,! e.g.!Kambhampati! et! al.!
(1997)! using! firm! level! data! for! India;! to! a! decline! in! employment! but! no! effect! on!
wages,! e.g.! Rama! (1994)! on! the! Uruguayan! manufacturing! sector;! to! a! decline! in!
employment! but! an! increase! in! wages,! e.g.! Revenga! (1997)! on! tariff! reductions! in!
Mexican!manufacturing! from!1985! to!1988;! to!an! increase! in!both! the! short!and! long!
run!employment!in!the!exportable!sector!with!a!decline!in!wages!in!the!short!run!but!an!
increase!in!the!long!run,!e.g.!Milner!and!Wright!(1998)!on!Mauritius—a!middle!income,!
industrializing!economy! in!Africa—who!attributed! the!short! run! reduction! in!wages! to!
increasing!labor!supply!shift!from!importGoriented!sectors!to!the!export!sector,!and!the!
long!run!wage!increases!to!derived!demand.!Their!study!showed!that!both!employment!
and!wages! rose! in! the! importable! sector! in! both! the! short! and! long! runs.! During! the!
1980s,!New!Zealand’s!average!effective!protection! rates! fell! from!1,962!percent! to!39!












Using! data! covering! two! decades,! Milanovic! and! Squire! (2007)! found! that! increasing!
trade!integration!leads!to!rising!inequality!in!poor!countries!and!falling!inequality!in!rich!
countries.! They! emphasized! the! lack! of! labor! mobility! and! the! power! of! unions! in!
explaining! why! increasing! trade! openness! is! associated! with! rising! wage! inequality!
between! industries! in! poor! countries.! Easterly! (2005)! argues! that! these! findings! are!
coherent!with!his!productivity!view,!wherein!exogenous!differences!in!productivity!lead!
capital!to!flow!from!poor!to!rich!countries!and!exacerbate!inequality!in!poor!countries.!
Because! wage! inequality! accounts! for! a! large! share! of! income! inequality! in! Latin!
America,! there! is! ample! literature! using! country! case! studies! to! explore! how! labor!
markets!adjust!to!trade!reforms.!Davis!and!Harrigan!(2011)!combine!firm!heterogeneity!
and! efficiency! wages! at! the! firm! level! to! show! that! international! trade! tends! to!
eliminate!the!‘good!jobs’,!which!are!with!firms!that!have!low!probabilities!of!identifying!
low!productivity!workers!and!thus!have!to!pay!higher!wages.!As!a!result,!trade!openness!
lowers! wages! and! wage! inequality.! Amiti! and! Cameron! (2012)! build! a! general!
equilibrium! model! featuring! firm! heterogeneity,! trade! in! final! and! intermediate!









likely! to! induce! less! inequality! on! impact! because! the! supply! of! skills! better!matches!
demand.! Also,! higher! international! exposure! brings! about! technological! diffusion,!
further!raising!skilledGlabor!demand.!This!may!raise!wage! inequality,! in!contrast!to!the!
initial! egalitarian! level! effect!of! human! capital.!Using! annual! data! from!1965! to!2000,!
they! found! that! countries! with! a! higher! level! of! initial! human! capital! do!well! on! the!





inequality! increased! dramatically.! They! found! that! tradeGinduced! effects! on! industry!
wage!premia!and!industryGspecific!skill!premia!account!for!an!economically!insignificant!
increase! in! wage! inequality.! They! found! that! the! key! drivers! of! wage! inequality!
appeared!to!be!changes!in!economyGwide!returns!to!education,!and!changes!in!industry!
membership! over! and! above! those! accounted! for! by! estimates! of! tradeGinduced!
employment! reallocation! effects.! Kumar! and! Mishra! (2008)! investigated! the! link!
between!trade!and!wage!inequality!in!Indian!manufacturing!industries.!They!found!that!




tariff! reductions.! Using! detailed! micro! level! data! from! 1984! to! 1998! for! Colombia,!
Goldberg!and!Pavcnik!(2005)!found!that!trade!reforms!affected!wage!inequality!through!
their! impact! on! skilledGbiased! technonogical! change,! industry! wage! premiums! and!
informality.! The! increase! in! the! skill! premiums! was! driven! primarily! by! skilledGbiased!
technological!change.!They!argue!however,!that!wage!inequality!may!have!in!part!been!
motivated! by! tariff! reductions! and! increased! foreign! competition,! as! the! sectors!with!
the!largest!tariff!reductions!were!those!with!the!sharpest!contraction!of!sectorGspecific!
wage! premia( in! nonGskilledGlaborGintensive! sectors! and! those! sectors! that! had! lower!
average!wages! in! previous! trade! reforms.! The!overall! effects! of! the! trade! reforms!on!
wage!inequality!were!in!any!case!small.!!
!
In!a!more!recent!study,!Eslava!et!al.! (2013)! investigate!the! impact!of!Colombia’s!trade!















Much! of! the! literature! is! focused! largely! on! wage! earners! and! not! selfGemployed!
workers.!To!fill!this!gap,!Popli!(2010)!analyzed!income!inequality!and!poverty!among!the!
selfGemployed!Mexican!workers!over!the!period!1984!to!2002.!He!found!that!in!the!first!
decade! following! trade! liberalization,! inequality! and! poverty! increased! among! these!
workers.! Although! inequality! started! to! diminish,! poverty! kept! increasing! even! as! the!
economy!stabilized!and!economic!growth!resumed.!He!decomposed!the!inequality!and!
poverty! indices! into! ‘within’! and! ‘between’! group! components! and! found! that! rising!
returns!to!skilled! labor,!regional!differences!regarding!the! impact!of! liberalization,!and!

























and! two! labor! skill!
levels.!




































Change! in! tariff! rate,!
employment,! and! relative!
factor!prices.!
Trade! reforms! have! been! associated! with! a! rise! in! the! relative!
wages! of!mediumUskilled! workers! (defined! as! having! completed!
secondary!schooling).!No!evidence!supporting!the!view!that!trade!












Real! wages,! value! of!
output,! total! employment!
and!tariffs.!
If! labor! markets! are! flexible,! trade! liberalization! tends! to! have!
negative!effects!on!both!employment!and!wages.!However,!when!

















the! poor.! Trade! related! variables! in! general! exert! a! minor!
influence!on!labor!rewards!for!the!poor!in!comparison!to!private!
sector! employment! and! gender,! which! remain! the! main!
segmenting! factors! in! the! labor! market.! These! findings!
underscore! the! importance! of! social! protection! and! genderU
specific!safety!nets!during!the!liberalization!process.!
Ghazali,!M.! 2011! Annual!data! from!











The! quasiUrent! reduction! is! one! of! the! adjustment! mechanisms!
used!by!the!Tunisian!manufacturing!firms!to!mitigate!the!effects!
of! trade! policy! changes.! Skilled! labor! was! better! able! than!
unskilled! labor! to! capture! rents! before! trade! reforms.! Hence,!













2010! Annual! data! from!
1970! to! 2001! for!
Argentina.!
Trade! model! that! combines!
a! noncompetitive! wageU
setting! mechanism! due! to!





Trade! liberalization! reduces! wages;! industrial! tariffs! reduce!
the! industry! skill! premium;! and! conditional! on! the! structure!
of! tariffs! at! the! industry! level,! the! average! tariff! in! the!
economy! is! positively! associated! with! the! aggregate! skill!
premium.! Observed! trends! in! wage! inequality! in! Latin!





2009! Annual! survey! data!
from! 1995! to! 2003!
for!Kenya.!




to! exporting! firms! at! the! beginning! of! trade! liberalization! in!
the! 1990s,! domestic! competition! has! reduced! the! wage!
















trade! policy! and! changes! in! industry! wage! premiums! over!
time.! Tariffs! reductions! proportionately! larger! in! sectors!
employing! a! large! share! of! unskilled! workers! which! implies!





2006! Annual! data! from!






R&D! expenditure! and! union! density! are! two! important!
variables! widening! the! wage! gap.! Moderate! effect! of!
immigration,!imports,!and!FDI!on!wage!inequality.!
Feliciano,!Z.! 2001! Annual! microUlevel!







Wage! dispersion! increased! over! the! reform! period! but! no!
significant! impact! of! tariff! structure! on! wages! or! aggregate!






1999! Annual! data! from!
1984! to! 1990,! and!










The! reduction! in! tariff! protection! in! 1985! disproportionately!
affected! lowUskilled! industries.! Goods! from! this! sector!
reduced! in! price! because! of! increased! competition! from!
economies!with!reserves!of!cheap!unskilled!labor!larger!than!
Mexico’s.!Thus,! the!consequent! increase! in!the!relative!price!








South! Africa! between! 1994! and! 2013,! and! the! Living! Standards! data! from! the!World!
Bank.!These!include!the!1996!and!1999!household!surveys!(HS),!and!the!2001!and!2004!







(2003),! Fiandeiro! and! Rankin! (2008),! and! Mishra! and! Das! (2012),! but! with! slight!
modifications,! this!paper! investigates! the! link!between! trade! liberalization!and!wages.!




ln#$%& ''= ''' )$%&* '+, '+''' .$%&* '+/ '+''0$%&!! ! ! ! (1)!
!
where! the! 1! and! 2! subscripts! represent! the! individual! and! sector! respectively,!#$%&!








In! many! countries,! demographic! variables! (e.g.! race,! gender! and! education)! are!
expected!to!influence!the!market!wage!and!are!included!here!as!dummy!variables!in!the!
vector! of!worker! characteristics.! As! in!Mincer! (1974),! age! and! ageMsquared! terms! are!
included! in! the! regression! specification! to! allow! for! nonlinearities! in! earnings.! The!
following! dummy! variables! are! also! included:! a! union! membership! dummy! because!
unionized!workers!earn!higher!wages!than!nonMunionized!workers;!dummy!variables!for!
occupational!categories!and!skill!levels,!as!wages!is!expected!to!vary!across!occupations;!
a! rural! dummy!variable! to! test!whether!workers! in! urban!areas! earn!more! than! their!
counterparts!in!rural!areas;!and!a!vector!of!industry!variables!and!dummies!for!each!of!
South!Africa’s!nine!provinces!to!control!for!regional!differences!in!the!cost!of!living!and!
in! labor! markets.! The! industry! concentration! ratios! will! be! included! in! all! the!
regressions.,!see!Fiandeiro!and!Rankin!(2008).!
!
The! tariff! levels! are! added! in! the! earnings! function! to! determine! the! effect! of! trade!
reform!on!wages.!Thus,!the!baseline!model!in!equation!(1)!is!modified!and!reMspecified!
as:!
'''''''''''''ln#$%& ''= ''' )$%&* '+, '+''' .$%&* '+/ '+'+3'4%& ''+ ''' 0$%&!! ! ! ! (2)#
!
where!!4!denotes!the!level!of!tariffs!and!!+3!is!the!parameter!to!be!estimated.!From!the!





impact! on! wages! in! South! Africa.! This! approach! explains! the! static! effect! of! trade!










'''''''''''''ln#$%& ''= ''' )$%&* '+, '+'' .$%&* '+/ '+'+3'4%& '+ '+5'∆4%& +'0$%&!! ! ! (4)!
#
#
When! people! are! selfMselected! into! the! category! of! wageMearning! employees,! using!
ordinary! least! squares!may! yield! biased! results! as! a! violation! of! classical! assumptions!




Industry! concentration! ratios! are! included! in! all! the! regressions! to! control! for! industry!














According! to! Statistics! South! Africa,! the! standard! industrial! classification! (SIC)! system!
classifies! manufacturing! activities! under! the! major! division! 3! that! begins! with! the!
manufacturing!of! food!products,!beverages!and! tobacco! (301,!302,!303,!304!and!305)!








production,!processing!and!preservation!of!meat,! fruit,! vegetables,!oil! and! fats;!M304!
represents! the! manufacture! of! other! food! products,! and! M342! represents! the!
manufacture!of!nonMmetallic!products.!!
Table!2.6:!Summary!of!the!Descriptive!Statistics!of!the!Variables!
! ATR# M314# M301# M304# M342#
!Mean! !10.56825! !29.00493! !13.04738! !14.94322! !6.150598!
!Median! !11.18335! !22.60363! !12.50000! !10.39681! !3.069540!
!Std.!Dev.! !1.569359! !19.72395! !4.697562! !10.73663! !7.152054!
!Skewness! !1.006156! !0.784179! !0.309991! !0.608659! !0.596892!




















witnessed! significant! liberalization! in! trade,! the! effect! has! not! been! uniform! across!
sectors.! The! largest! reductions! recorded! in! the!highly!protected!manufacturing! sector!
are! in! tobacco,! textiles,! footwear,! beverages,! communication! equipment;! and! leather!













































































production,! processing! and! preservation! of! meat,! fish,! fruit,! vegetable,! oils! and! fats!
(301);! manufacture! of! other! food! products! (304);! manufacture! of! wearing! apparel,!
except! fur! apparel! (314);! manufacture! of! nonMmetallic! products! (342);! and! the!
manufacture! of! basic! iron! and! steel! (351).!We!notice! that! although! there! has! been! a!
large! decrease! in! protection! in! the!wearing! apparel! sector,! the! sector! remains! highly!
protected!with! a! rate! exceeding! 15! percent,!which! is! far! above! the! unweighted! tariff!
average!rate!of!5.2!percent! for!2014.!The!steep! increase! in! the!1992M1994!period!was!
the! result!of! the!government’s!attempt! to!protect! the! industry! from!sustained! import!
competition.!The!clothing!and!textile!industry!in!South!Africa!is!an!important!source!of!
employment,!especially! for!women!and! in!poorer!communities.! In!many!rural!areas,! it!
often!is!the!only!source!of!formal!employment.!Protection!was!reduced!gradually!after!
1994! in! other! sectors,! and! further! reduced! significantly! in! 2005,! after! which! rates!
remained! largely! unchanged! for! the! manufacture! of! basic! iron! and! steel;! and! the!
manufacture!of!nonMmetallic!products.!The!two!foodMrelated!sectors!(301!and!304)!had!
tariff! rates!above!average! in!both!1994!and!2014!while!the!nonMmetallic!products!and!
the! basic! steel! sectors! had! tariff! rates! below! average! in! both! 1994! and! 2014.!Next,! I!
examine! the! relationship! between! tariffs! and! wages! in! South! Africa! using! the! mean!
















The!mean!weekly!earnings!of!workers! in! industries!with! low! tariff! protection! levels! is!
higher! than! for! employees! in! the! highMprotection! industries.! Apart! from! the! level! of!
tariffs,! the!extent! to!which! tariffs!have!changed!may!also! influence!wages.!Therefore,!
instead! of! splitting! the! sample! of! individuals! with! respect! to! tariff! rates,! Figure! 2.7!
classifies!the!sectors!based!on!the!change!in!tariffs,!calculated!as!the!difference!in!tariffs!
between! 1993! and! the! respective! year.! Thus,! for! each! year,! the! average! reduction! in!

























a! large!decline! in!tariffs! is! lower!than!the!mean!weekly!earnings!of!those!employed! in!
sectors! that! did! not! substantially! reduce! tariffs.! Since! it! is! likely! that! industries! with!
higher!initial!levels!of!tariffs!may!have!experienced!higher!absolute!reductions!in!tariffs!

























and!differences!across!provinces! in!South!Africa.! In!addition,!a! set!of! industry!dummy!
variables! are! included! to! control! for! potential! differences! across! industries! in! the!
manufacturing!sector.! I! later!remove!the! industry!dummies!but!add!the! level!of!tariffs!
and!other!industry!controls!such!as!the!export!and!capital!ratios.!The!industry!dummies!
are! correlated! with! other! industry! variables! and! therefore! cannot! be! included! when!
those!other!industry!variables!are!included.!So,!I!estimate!an!equation!that!excludes!the!
level!of!tariffs!but!includes!only!the!change!in!tariffs!and!then!estimate!an!equation!that!
includes! both! tariffs! levels! and! changes.! For! robustness! checks,! tariff! changes! over!
different!time!periods!are!included!in!separate!regressions!for!all!the!six!years.!For!the!
2012!sample,! the! impact!of! tariff!changes!over!an!eighteenMyear!period,! from!1994!to!
2012;! a! sixteenMyear!period,! from!1996! to!2012;! a! thirteenMyear!period,! from!1999! to!
2012;! an! elevenMyear! period,! 2001! to! 2012;! an! eightMyear! period,! from!2004! to! 2012;!
and! a! fourMyear! period,! from! 2008! to! 2012! are! estimated.! Since! trade! liberalization!
















the! independent! variable.! From! the! results,! personal! and! job! characteristics! have! the!
expected! signs! across! the!models! and! for! all! the! years! under! investigation.! The! race!







more! than! those! without! formal! education,! i.e.! the! reference! group;! followed! by!
workers!with!only!diplomas;!then!workers!with!secondary!education;!and!then!workers!
with! primary! education.! For! 2012! for! instance,! a! worker! with! a! degree! earned,! on!
average,!about!170!percent!more!than!a!worker!with!no!formal!education,!while!those!
who!had! completed! primary! school! education! earned!only! 12! percent!more! than! the!
reference! group.! The! coefficients! on! the! occupational! skill! variable! conform! to! the! a!







years,! however,! the! number! of! salespeople! in! the! manufacturing! sample! is! small.!
Artisans,!classified!as!semiMskilled,!earned!less!than!unskilled!workers!in!2012,!which!is!





members! earned! 26! percent! more! than! nonMunionized! members.! This! result! is!
consistent! with! findings! by! Rospabe! (2001)! and! Casale! and! Posale! (2011)! for! South!
Africa!and!is!indicative!of!the!strong!bargaining!power!of!unions.!Geographical!variation!
in! earnings! is! evident,! as! a! rural! location! is! associated!with! lower! earnings! for! all! the!
periods! under! investigation.! Also,! several! of! the! coefficients! for! individual! provincial!
dummies! are! significant.! For! the! industry! dummies,! the! concentration! index,! CR1,! is!
positive!and! significant,!with! relatively! large! coefficients! for!all! the!years! investigated.!
This!affirms!the!hypothesis! that! individuals!who!work! in!more!concentrated! industries!
earn!higher!wages.!For!instance,! in!2012,! in!regression!2,!wages!increase!by!almost!22!
percent! for! a! unit! change! in! the! concentration! index.! For! robustness,! the! regressions!
were!rerun!using!the!CR2!index!instead!of!the!CR1!index.!The!results!are!similar!as!the!
coefficient!on!CR2!is!also!significant,!positive!and!large!for!all!the!years.!Other!industry!
controls! included! in! the! regressions! are! the! exportMtoMoutput! ratio! and! the! capitalMtoM
output!ratio.!To!avoid!collinearity,!1996!values!are!used!for!all!the!years.!The!coefficient!










The! relationship! between! tariffs! and! earnings! is! negative,! significant! and! robust! to!
including! changes! in! tariff! levels! for! all! years.! This! suggests! that! workers! in! more!
protected! industries! earn! less! than! those! in! more! liberalized! industries,! even! after!
controlling! for! observable! worker! characteristics.! Tariffs! are! significant! at! the! one!
percent!level!for!all!years!except!1996.!In!1996,!tariffs!are!significant!at!the!ten!percent!
level! only,! which! may! be! due! to! the! smaller! sample! size! for! 1996.! The! estimated!
coefficients! for! 2012! suggest! an! approximate! oneMtoMone! relationship! between! tariff!




In! general,! this! study! found! that! those!workers! in! industries!with! relatively! low! tariffs!
earn! higher! wages.! When! we! do! not! control! for! the! level! of! tariffs,! we! find! that!
individuals!working!in!sectors!that!have!experienced!a!substantial!decline!in!tariffs!earn!
lower! wages.! However,! including! the! change! in! tariffs! without! the! tariff! levels! is! a!
misspecification!of!the!model.!The!change!reflects!the!negative!effects!of!higher!tariffs,!










characteristics!but! in! industries!with!different! levels!of!tariffs!will!earn!different!wages.!
Those!in!industries!with!lower!tariff!levels!earn!higher!wages!and!vice!versa.!This!is!even!
with!controlling!for!the!education,!occupation!and!other!observable!individual!and!firm!
characteristics.! Second,! workers! with! identical! observable! characteristics! in! industries!
with! identical! levels! of! tariffs! earn! different!wages! if! these! industries! have! a! different!





The! paper! examined! the! relationship! between! tariffs! and! wages! in! South! Africa’s!
manufacturing! sector.! Although! it! is! common! to! correct! for! sample! selection! bias! in!
empirical!studies,!this!study!does!not,!due!to!the!limitation!of!the!type!of!variables.!This!
might!be!an!opportunity!for!further!studies.!Two!robust!results!emerged.!First,!workers!
with! identical!observable!characteristics! in! industries!with!different! levels!of! tariffs!will!
earn! different! wages,! with! those! in! industries! with! lower! tariff! levels! earning! higher!




















MANUFACTURING# SIC3# 1993# 1996# 1999# 2001# 2004# 2008# 2012#
Production,!processing!and!preservation!of!meat,!
fish,!fruit,!vegetables,!oils!and!fats!
301! 26.5! 14.8! 13.7! 12.5! 11.1! 7.9! 7.6!
Manufacture!of!dairy!products!! 302! 15! 23.9! 25.8! 18.7! 21.1! 18.5! 15.6!
Manufacture!of!grain!mill!products,!starches!and!
starch!products!and!prepared!animal!feeds!
303! 9.7! 5.9! 6.6! 6.9! 6.1! 6.1! 5.8!
Manufacture!of!other!food!products! 304! 26.5! 14.8! 14.9! 12.8! 13.2! 11.2! 9.89!
Manufacture!of!beverages! 305! 36! 15! 13.9! 15.3! 12.3! 10.4! 11.6!
Manufacture!of!tobacco!products! 306! 75.1! 35.3! 33.3! 30.5! 29.7! 29.5! 29.8!
Spinning!weaving!and!finishing!of!textiles! 311! 48.8! 38.5! 30.7! 23.9! 15.8! 16.2! 15.4!
Manufacture!of!other!textiles! 312! 41.2! 23.9! 22.7! 20.6! 18.2! 17.5! 16.9!
Manufacture!of!knitted!and!crocheted!fabrics!and!
articles!
313! 62.2! 42.5! 34.4! 27.7! 19.7! 16.5! 15.3!
Manufacture!of!wearing!apparel,!except!for!apparel! 314! 88.6! 73.8! 59.7! 46! 35.2! 26.4! 15.2!
Dressing!and!dyeing!of!fur;!manufacture!of!articles!of!
fur!
315! 34.7! 18.3! 18.3! 17! 18.7! 16.5! 15.8!
Tanning!and!dressing!of!leather;!manufacture!if!
luggage,!hangbag,!saddlery!and!harness!
316! 25.5! 15.2! 13.1! 12.9! 11.4! 10.5! 8.9!
Manufacture!of!footwear! 317! 46.8! 29.2! 25.3! 22.5! 22.4! 21.4! 20.1!
Sawmilling!and!planning!of!wood! 321! 6.4! 4.1! 0.6! 0.5! 0.5! 0.5! 0.5!
Manufacture!of!products!of!wood,!cork,!straw!and!
plaiting!materials!
322! 20.3! 13.6! 11.4! 10.9! 11.1! 9.9! 8.5!
Manufacture!of!paper!and!paper!products! 323! 12.4! 7.7! 7.1! 6.5! 6.6! 5.9! 5.6!
Publishing! 324! 17.1! 7.3! 3.1! 2.9! 2.8! 2.4! 2.1!
Printing!and!service!activates!related!to!printing! 325! 19! 11.7! 9.2! 9.1! 9.2! 8.9! 8.8!
Manufacture!of!coke!oven!products! 331! 10! 10! 10! 9.2! 9! 8.8! 8.7!
Petroleum!refineries/synthesisers! 332! 15! 10.8! 4.9! 3.9! 3.5! 3.4! 3.1!
Processing!of!nuclear!fuel! 333! 4.3! 2! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Manufacture!of!basic!chemicals! 334! 8.4! 5.9! 1.9! 1.5! 1.6! 1.5! 1.3!
Manufacture!of!other!chemical!products! 335! 17.7! 10.4! 4.9! 4! 4.2! 4.1! 3.9!
Manufacture!of!manMmade!fibres! 336! 8.5! 8.2! 7.8! 7.5! 6.9! 6.7! 6.1!
Manufacture!of!rubber!products! 337! 21.1! 15! 12.5! 11.8! 10.6! 10.4! 9.9!
Manufacture!of!plastic!products! 338! 22.6! 16.2! 12! 9.7! 9.6! 9.4! 9.1!
Manufacture!of!glass!and!glass!products! 341! 19.1! 12! 9.7! 8.8! 9! 8.8! 8.6!
Manufacture!of!nonMmetallic!mineral!products!n.e.c! 342! 16.6! 9.1! 5.3! 5.2! 5.6! 8.1! 7.5!
Manufacture!of!basic!iron!and!steel! 351! 9.7! 7.5! 4.3! 4.2! 3.9! 7.2! 6.3!
Manufacture!of!basic!precious!and!nonMferrous!
metals!!
352! 9.4! 4! 2.6! 2.3! 2! 1.9! 1.6!
Manufacture!of!structural!metal!products,!tanks,!
reservoirs!and!steam!generators!!
354! 14.7! 6.9! 4.2! 3.9! 4! 3.8! 2.9!
Manufacture!of!other!fabricated!!metal!products;!
metalwork!service!activities!
355! 21.1! 11.6! 8.5! 8.3! 8.2! 7.5! 6.9!





Manufacture!of!special!purpose!machinery! 357! 10.2! 4.5! 2.2! 1.6! 1.8! 1.6! 1.3!
Manufacture!of!household!appliances!n.e.c! 358! 28.7! 16.5! 13.6! 12.9! 12.5! 11.9! 11.6!
Manufacture!of!office,!accounting!and!computing!
machinery!
359! 6.5! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Manufacture!of!electric!motors,!generators!and!
transformers!
361! 17.6! 13.9! 8.8! 7.2! 7.3! 7.1! 6.8!
Manufacture!of!electricity!distribution!and!control!
apparatus!
362! 17.6! 12.2! 8! 6.8! 7.1! 6.8! 6.2!
Manufacture!of!insulated!wire!and!cable! 363! 19! 14.1! 13.7! 12.3! 12.8! 11.8! 10.9!
manufacture!of!accumulators,!primary!cells!and!
primary!batteries!
364! 32.2! 10.9! 8.3! 6.4! 7.4! 7.1! 6.8!
Manufacture!of!electric!lamp!and!lighting!equipment! 365! 28.3! 17! 11.6! 11.1! 10.7! 10.2! 9.9!
Manufacture!of!other!electric!equipment!n.e.c! 366! 14.3! 7.6! 2.9! 2.7! 2.7! 2.5! 2.01!
Manufacture!of!electronic!valves!and!tubes!and!
other!electronic!components!!
371! 6.8! 2.7! 2.4! 2.2! 2.2! 1.9! 1.6!
Manufacture!of!television!and!radio!transmitters! 372! 11.7! 4.3! 5.9! 4.7! 4.6! 4.5! 4.1!
Manufacture!of!television!and!radio!receivers! 373! 38.2! 7.6! 3.9! 3.2! 2.8! 2.4! 2.1!
Manufacture!of!medical!appliances!and!instruments! 374! 9.4! 2.3! 0.4! 0.4! 0.4! 0.3! 0.2!
Manufacture!of!optical!instruments!photographic!
equipment!
375! 15.4! 2! 0.5! 0.4! 0.5! 0.3! 0.3!
Manufacture!of!watches!and!clocks! 376! 24.5! 6.8! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Manufacture!of!motor!vehicles! 381! 44.6! 27.6! 21.2! 17.4! 15.5! 15.1! 14.7!
Manufacture!of!bodies!!for!motor!vehicles! 382! 20! 18.5! 18.4! 15.9! 15.6! 14.6! 14.2!
Manufacture!of!parts!accessories!for!motor!vehicles!
and!their!engines!
383! 16.9! 12! 12.7! 12.1! 11.8! 11.2! 10.8!
Building!and!repairing!of!ships!and!boats! 384! 14.4! 6.3! 3.7! 2! 2.4! 2.1! 1.8!
Manufacture!of!railway!and!tramway!locomotives!
and!rolling!stock!
385! 10.2! 1! 0! 0.2! 0.3! 0.2! 0.2!
Manufacture!of!aircraft!and!spacecraft! 386! 3.1! 0.7! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Manufacture!of!transport!n.e.c! 387! 25.2! 6.8! 2.6! 1.2! 1.2! 1.1! 1.1!
Manufacture!of!furniture!! 391! 32.5! 21.1! 17.6! 17.3! 17.4! 16.8! 17.1!
Manufacture!n.e.c! 392! 32.5! 12.1! 8.7! 8.1! 8! 7.8! 7.6!
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M0.308***! M0.312***! M0.318***! M0.320***! M0.310***! M0.317***!
!! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)!
Coloured! 0.217***! 0.261**
*!
0.263***! 0.266***! 0.264***! 0.260***! 0.257***! 0.255***!
!! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)!
Asian! 0.451***! 0.450**
*!
0.455***! 0.458***! 0.460***! 0.448***! 0.446***! 0.449***!
!! (0.051)! (0.053)! (0.054)! (0.051)! (0.056)! (0.054)! (0.051)! (0.053)!
White! 0.672***! 0.665**
*!
0.702***! 0.725***! 0.752***! 0.751***! 0.761***! 0.750***!
!! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)!
Age! 0.047***! 0.047**
*!
0.047***! 0.047***! 0.047***! 0.047***! 0.047***! 0.047***!
!! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)!
Age!2! M0.046**! M0.048**! M0.047**! M0.048**! M0.048**! M0.048**! M0.047**! M0.051**!
!! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)!
Primary! 0.122**! 0.136**! 0.139**! 0.144**! 0.146**! 0.148**! 0.149**! 0.151**!
!! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.059)! (0.060)! (0.061)! (0.062)! (0.060)! (0.064)!
Secondary! 0.333***! 0.378**
*!
0.389***! 0.388***! 0.389***! 0.392***! 0.394***! 0.398***!
!! (0.055)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.052)! (0.051)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.055)!
Diploma! 0.768***! 0.865**
*!
0.869***! 0.868***! 0.869***! 0.867***! 0.872***! 0.870***!
!! (0.077)! (0.077)! (0.078)! (0.077)! (0.078)! (0.076)! (0.075)! (0.077)!
Degree! 0.102***! 1.109**
*!
1.124***! 1.126***! 1.133***! 1.128***! 1.127***! 1.129***!
!! (0.152)! (0.150)! (0.151)! (0.150)! (0.149)! (0.148)! (0.147)! (0.149)!
Union! 0.238***! 0.262**
*!
0.264***! 0.266***! 0.267***! 0.265***! 0.266***! 0.267***!
!! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)! (0.022)!
Tenure! 0.005***! 0.005**
*!
0.005***! 0.005***! 0.005***! 0.005***! 0.005***! 0.005***!






M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***!






M0.271***! M0.270***! M0.265***! M0.262***! M0.266***! M0.268***!
!! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)!
Manager! 0.822***! 0.828**
*!
0.834***! 0.839***! 0.838***! 0.832***! 0.842***! 0.845***!
!! (0.068)! (0.069)! (0.072)! (0.070)! (0.070)! (0.071)! (0.073)! (0.080)!






!! (0.167)! (0.159)! (0.158)! (0.157)! (0.157)! (0.159)! (0.155)! (0.158)!
Technician! 0.416***! 0.455**
*!
0.452***! 0.452***! 0.450***! 0.449***! 0.448***! 0.447***!
!! (0.055)! (0.058)! (0.059)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.060)! (0.062)! (0.064)!
Clerk! 0.388***! 0.411**
*!
0.403***! 0.408***! 0.409***! 0.408***! 0.412***! 0.414***!
!! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)! (0.058)!
Salesperson! 0.048! 0.059! 0.064! 0.069! 0.071! 0.068! 0.069! 0.072!
!! (0.089)! (0.094)! (0.095)! (0.097)! (0.098)! (0.097)! (0.096)! (0.095)!
Artisan! M0.019! M0.027! M0.028! M0.025! M0.027! M0.026! M0.024! M0.027!
!! (0.037)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.039)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.037)! (0.038)!
Operator! 0.159***! 0.157**
*!
0.159***! 0.161***! 0.160***! 0.162***! 0.164***! 0.161***!
!! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)!
Western!
Cape!
0.078! 0.069! 0.058! 0.057! 0.067! 0.058! 0.061! 0.058!
!! (0.061)! (0.060)! (0.060)! (0.061)! (0.062)! (0.062)! (0.061)! (0.061)!
Eastern!
Cape!
M0.002! 0.008! 0.018! 0.018! 0.018! 0.019! 0.018! 0.019!








M0.264***! M0.262***! M0.261***! M0.273***! M0.266***! M0.264***!






M0.280***! M0.279***! M0.278***! M0.284***! M0.284***! M0.281***!
!! (0.048)! (0.049)! (0.050)! (0.051)! (0.052)! (0.053)! (0.054)! (0.053)!
North!West! M0.052! M0.071! M0.073! M0.069! M0.067! M0.067! M0.069! M0.073!
!! (0.049)! (0.051)! (0.055)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)!
Gauteng! 0.151***! 0.167**
*!
0.168***! 0.169***! 0.171***! 0.169***! 0.168***! 0.163***!
!! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.038)!
Mpumalang
a!
M0.114**! M0.067! M0.068! M0.064! M0.064! M0.067! M0.067! M0.065!






M0.289***! M0.299***! M0.289***! M0.297***! M0.295***! M0.286***!
!! (0.078)! (0.079)! (0.076)! (0.080)! (0.080)! (0.080)! (0.079)! (0.080)!
Export! !! 0.002**
*!
0.002***! 0.003**! 0.003**! 0.003**! 0.003**! 0.004**!
!! !! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Capital! !! 0.058! 0.059! 0.061! 0.048! 0.050! 0.047! 0.052!
!! !! (0.035)! (0.033)! (0.038)! (0.039)! (0.038)! (0.038)! (0.037)!
CR1! !! 0.217**
*!
0.220***! 0.247***! 0.280***! 0.298***! 0.292***! 0.299***!




M0.011***! M0.017***! M0.018***! M0.019***! M0.017***! M0.018***!
!! !! (0.001)! (0.002)! (0.003)! (0.002)! (0.001)! (0.002)! (0.004)!





!! !! !! (0.007)! !! !! !! !! !!
Change!6! !! !! !! 0.008**! !! !! !! !!
!! !! !! !! (0.004)! !! !! !! !!
Change!8! !! !! !! !! 0.006***! !! !! !!
!! !! !! !! !! (0.002)! !! !! !!
Change!10! !! !! !! !! !! 0.007***! !! !!
!! !! !! !! !! !! (0.004)! !! !!
Change!16! !! !! !! !! !! !! 0.006***! !!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! (0.003)! !!
Change!18! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! 0.008***!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! (0.002)!
Constant!! 4.160***! 4.086**
*!
4.088***! 4.129***! 4.126***! 4.069***! 4.123***! 4.131***!
!! (0.164)! (0.159)! (0.161)! (0.160)! (0.161)! (0.159)! (0.158)! (0.159)!
Observation
s!
3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516!










  1 2 3 4 5  6  7 
  Industry Tariff Change 4yr Change 6yr Change 8yr Change 
10yr 
Change 16yr 
Female -0.288*** -0.276*** -0.269*** -0.275*** -0.272*** -0.274*** -0.268*** 
  (0.024) (0.025) (0.027) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) 
Coloured 0.397*** 0.398*** 0.397*** 0.399*** 0.398*** 0.397*** 0.395*** 
  (0.044) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) 
Asian 0.286*** 0.289*** 0.287*** 0.288*** 0.287*** 0.289*** 0.289*** 
  (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) 
White 0.769*** 0.798*** 0.797*** 0.798*** 0.787*** 0.798*** 0.797*** 
  (0.046) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046) (0.047) (0.047) 
Age 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.026*** 0.029*** 
  (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 
Age 2 -0.029*** -0.028*** -0.028*** -0.028*** -0.027*** -0.029*** -0.028*** 
  (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 
Primary 0.118* 0.158*** 0.159*** 0.160*** 0.164*** 0.168*** 0.169*** 
  (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) (0.054) (0.055) 
Secondary 0.314*** 0.387*** 0.386*** 0.387*** 0.389*** 0.397*** 0.399*** 
  (0.048) (0.059) (0.059) (0.058) (0.061) (0.061) (0.061) 
Diploma 0.811*** 0.910*** 0.911*** 0.912*** 0.908*** 0.909*** 0.908*** 
  (0.075) (0.076) (0.077) (0.076) (0.077) (0.076) (0.075) 
Degree 1.187*** 1.298*** 1.295*** 1.294*** 1.298*** 1.298*** 1.296*** 
  (0.104) (0.108) (0.109) (0.111) (0.109) (0.110) (0.109) 
Union 0.154*** 0.168*** 0.168*** 0.169*** 0.167*** 0.169*** 0.166*** 
  (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) 
Tenure 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 
  (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
Tenure 2 -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** 
  (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
Rural -0.223*** -0.251*** -0.252*** -0.258*** -0.262*** -0.264*** -0.262*** 
  (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) 
Manager 0.791*** 0.795*** 0.798*** 0.786*** 0.789*** 0.798*** 0.797*** 
  (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) 
Professional 0.498*** 0.539*** 0.534*** 0.540*** 0.538*** 0.539*** 0.537*** 
  (0.120) (0.124) (0.124) (0.125) (0.124) (0.124) (0.124) 
Technician 0.447*** 0.476*** 0.474*** 0.466*** 0.467*** 0.467*** 0.468*** 
  (0.046) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) 
Clerk 0.337*** 0.345*** 0.351*** 0.350*** 0.354*** 0.349*** 0.354*** 
  (0.046) (0.045) (0.046) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) 
Salesperson -0.028 0.019 0.020 0.018 0.008 0.017 0.019 
  (0.090) (0.088) (0.089) (0.091) (0.088) (0.099) (0.099) 
Artisan 0.136*** 0.147*** 0.148*** 0.145*** 0.138*** 0.146*** 0.147*** 
  (0.036) (0.034) (0.035) (0.034) (0.037) (0.035) (0.035) 
Operator 0.164*** 0.184*** 0.185*** 0.184*** 0.183*** 0.190*** 0.187*** 
  (0.029 (0.029) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) 
Western Cape -0.088* -0.092* -0.094* -0.109** -0.097* -0.108** -0.098* 





Eastern Cape -0.234*** -0.226*** -0.229*** -0.227*** -0.228*** -0.224*** -0.224*** 
  (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) 
Northern Cape  -0.500*** -0.492*** -0.487*** -0.489*** -0.482*** -0.484*** -0.483*** 
  (0.082) (0.081) (0.082) (0.082) (0.080) (0.082) (0.082) 
Free State -0.460*** -0.451*** -0.452*** -0.453*** -0.451*** -0.452*** -0.456*** 
  (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) 
North West 0.005 0.040 0.040 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.042 
  (0.052) (0.050) (0.052) (0.053) (0.052) (0.052) (0.053) 
Gauteng 0.443 0.335 0.337 0.314 0.340 0.341 0.331 
  (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.004) 
Mpumalanga -0.105 * -0.104* -0.102* -0.094* -0.092* -0.094* -0.098* 
  (0.050) (0.050) (0.050) (0.050) (0.050) (0.051) (0.050) 
Limpopo -0.433*** -0.461*** -0.470*** -0.474*** -0.469*** -0.472*** -0.478*** 
  (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) 
Export   0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 
    (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 
Capital   0.028 0.031 0.018 0.019 0.018 0.038 
    (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) 
CR1   0.224*** 0.225*** 0.214*** 0.234*** 0.213*** 0.219*** 
    (0.068) (0.068) (0.068) (0.069) (0.070) (0.074) 
Tariff   -0.002*** -0.001 -0.007*** -0.005*** -0.006*** -0.005*** 
    (0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) 
Change 4     -0.002         
      (0.005)         
Change 6       0.008***       
        (0.003)       
Change 8         0.005**     
          (0.002)     
Change 10           0.006***   
            (0.003)   
Change 16             0.007** 
              (0.004) 
Constant  4.560*** 4.389*** 4.379*** 4.391*** 4.371*** 4.376*** 4.377*** 
  (0.147) (0.146) (0.147) (0.146) (0.149) (0.146) (0.149) 
Observations 3295 3295 3295 3295 3295 3295 3295 










!! 1! 2! 3! 4! !5! !6!
!! Industry! Tariff! Change!4yr! Change!6yr! Change!8yr! Change!
10yr!
Female! M0.264***! M0.276***! M0.274***! M0.274***! M0.279***! M0.277***!
!! (0.033)! (0.033)! (0.033)! (0.033)! (0.033)! (0.033)!
Coloured! 0.153***! 0.169***! 0.170***! 0.171***! 0.179***! 0.181***!
!! (0.047)! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)!
Asian! 0.276***! 0.270***! 0.268***! 0.267***! 0.279***! 0.270***!
!! (0.069)! (0.069)! (0.069)! (0.069)! (0.069)! (0.069)!
White! 0.778***! 0.779***! 0.778***! 0.779***! 0.782***! 0.781***!
!! (0.053)! (0.051)! (0.053)! (0.052)! (0.053)! (0.054)!
Age! 0.059***! 0.061***! 0.060***! 0.060***! 0.062***! 0.061***!
!! (0.008)! (0.008)! (0.008)! (0.008)! (0.008)! (0.008)!
Age!2! M0.059***! M0.059***! M0.060***! M0.060***! M0.061***! M0.062***!
!! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)!
Primary! 0.162**! 0.165**! 0.164**! 0.161**! 0.173**! 0.171**!
!! (0.062)! (0.062)! (0.062)! (0.062)! (0.062)! (0.062)!
Secondary! 0.361***! 0.375***! 0.379***! 0.382***! 0.477***! 0.409***!
!! (0.062)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)!
Diploma! 0.694***! 0.723***! 0.722***! 0.723***! 0.724***! 0.725***!
!! (0.105)! (0.102)! (0.103)! (0.103)! (0.104)! (0.103)!
Degree! 1.039***! 1.078***! 1.079***! 1.085***! 1.088***! 1.083***!
!! (0.155)! (0.151)! (0.152)! (0.152)! (0.152)! (0.151)!
Union! 0.105***! 0.111***! 0.109***! 0.111***! 0.114***! 0.1109***!
!! (0.027)! (0.028)! (0.028)! (0.028)! (0.027)! (0.028)!
Tenure! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Tenure!2! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Rural! M0.194***! M0.209***! M0.207***! M0.209***! M0.208***! M0.210***!
!! (0.038)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)!
Manager! 0.557***! 0.559***! 0.553***! 0.554***! 0.568***! 0.572***!
!! (0.088)! (0.087)! (0.087)! (0.087)! (0.087)! (0.087)!
Professional! 0.614***! 0.639***! 0.642***! 0.638***! 0.648***! 0.637***!
!! (0.138)! (0.132)! (0.138)! (0.136)! (0.138)! (0.139)!
Technician! 0.304***! 0.319***! 0.324***! 0.322***! 0.337***! 0.339***!
!! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)!
Clerk! 0.284***! 0.311***! 0.311***! (0.048)! 0.309***! 0.328***!
!! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)!
Salesperson! 0.088! 0.107! 0.106! 0.107! 0.178! 0.158!
!! (0.081)! (0.079)! (0.080)! (0.080)! (0.081)! (0.079)!
Artisan! 0.035! 0.035! 0.035! 0.035! 0.035! 0.035!
!! (0.042)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)!
Operator! 0.105***! 0.114***! 0.112***! 0.114***! 0.119***! 0.116***!
!! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)!





!! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)!
Eastern!Cape! M0.255***! M0.258***! M0.259***! M0.264***! M0.268***! M0.267***!
!! (0.070)! (0.069)! (0.068)! (0.069)! (0.071)! (0.068)!
Northern!Cape!! 0.055! 0.027! 0.026! 0.024! 0.060! 0.047!
!! (0.151)! (0.150)! (0.149)! (0.150)! (0.150)! (0.151)!
Free!State! M0.496***! M0.504***! M0.503***! M0.503***! M0.504***! M0.503***!
!! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)!
North!West! 0.047! 0.056! 0.056! 0.056! 0.056! 0.056!
!! (0.056)! (0.058)! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)!
Gauteng! 0.024! 0.017! 0.012! 0.019! 0.012! 0.016!
!! (0.048)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)!
Mpumalanga! M0.044! M0.065! M0.065! M0.064! M0.066! M0.065!
!! (0.072)! (0.071)! (0.069)! (0.069)! (0.071)! (0.069)!
Limpopo! M0.189**! M0.224**! M0.220**! M0.223**! M0.225**! M0.219**!
!! (0.084)! (0.084)! (0.084)! (0.084)! (0.084)! (0.084)!
Export! !! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***!
!! !! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Capital! !! M0.091*! M0.094*! M0.097*! M0.096*! M0.097*!
!! !! (0.043)! (0.043)! (0.043)! (0.043)! (0.043)!
CR1! !! 0.215**! 0.217**! 0.218**! 0.219**! 0.223**!
!! !! (0.083)! (0.083)! (0.085)! (0.083)! (0.085)!
Tariff! !! M0.001! M0.001! M0.001! M0.001! M0.001!
!! !! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Change!4! !! !! M0.001! !! !! !!
!! !! !! (0.003)! !! !! !!
Change!6! !! !! !! 0.001! !! !!
!! !! !! !! (0.003)! !! !!
Change!8! !! !! !! !! M0.002! !!
!! !! !! !! !! (0.003)! !!
Change!10! !! !! !! !! !! 0.001!
!! !! !! !! !! !! (0.004)!
Constant!! 3.884***! 3.965***! 3.968***! 3.956***! 3.958***! 3.957***!
!! (0.215)! (0.202)! (0.202)! (0.203)! (0.204)! (0.205)!
Observations! 3492! 3492! 3492! 3492! 3492! 3492!














Female! M0.323***! M0.328***! M0.329***! M0.337***! M0.323***!
!! (0.039)! (0.037)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)!
Coloured! 0.189***! 0.187***! 0.192***! 0.213***! 0.202***!
!! (0.053)! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.053)! (0.052)!
Asian! 0.125**! 0.121! 0.120! 0.126! 0.129!
!! (0.060)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)!
White! 0.800***! 0.796***! 0.794***! 0.793***! 0.808***!
!! (0.059)! (0.058)! (0.059)! (0.058)! (0.057)!
Age! 0.060***! 0.060***! 0.060***! 0.060***! 0.060***!
!! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)!
Age!2! M0.068***! M0.068***! M0.068***! M0.068***! M0.068***!
!! (0.011)! (0.012)! (0.012)! (0.012)! (0.012)!
Primary! 0.027! 0.021! 0.021! 0.021! 0.022!
!! (0.078)! (0.079)! (0.080)! (0.079)! (0.079)!
Secondary! 0.349***! 0.349***! 0.350***! 0.351***! 0.352***!
!! (0.074)! (0.074)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)!
Diploma! 0.776***! 0.808***! 0.809***! 0.806***! 0.804***!
!! (0.101)! (0.103)! (0.102)! (0.103)! (0.102)!
Degree! 0.919***! 0.911***! 0.913***! 0.918***! 0.921***!
!! (0.142)! (0.143)! (0.144)! (0.144)! (0.143)!
Union! 0.116***! 0.110***! 0.111***! 0.112***! 0.114***!
!! (0.031)! (0.031)! (0.031)! (0.031)! (0.031)!
Tenure! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Tenure!2! M0.000**! M0.000**! M0.000**! M0.000**! M0.000**!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Rural! M0.148**! M0.162***! M0.167***! M0.163***! M0.165***!
!! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.052)!
Manager! 0.548***! 0.541***! 0.540***! 0.551***! 0.549***!
!! (0.077)! (0.077)! (0.077)! (0.077)! (0.077)!
Professional! 0.674***! 0.689***! 0.697***! 0.698***! 0.697***!
!! (0.135)! (0.139)! (0.140)! (0.140)! (0.140)!
Technician! 0.407***! 0.341***! 0.342***! 0.433***! 0.435***!
!! (0.068)! (0.068)! (0.068)! (0.068)! (0.068)!
Clerk! 0.325***! 0.314***! 0.316***! 0.316***! 0.316***!
!! (0.056)! (0.055)! (0.055)! (0.055)! (0.055)!
Salesperson! M0.057! M0.055! M0.050! M0.053! M0.052!
!! (0.089)! (0.090)! (0.089)! (0.089)! (0.089)!
Artisan! 0.067! 0.047! 0.050! 0.058! 0.062!
!! (0.049)! (0.050)! (0.050)! (0.050)! (0.050)!
Operator! 0.123***! 0.131***! 0.133***! 0.131***! 0.132***!
!! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)!





!! (0.079)! (0.075)! (0.075)! (0.076)! (0.075)!
Eastern!Cape! M0.096! M0.146**! M0.145**! M0.146**! M0.143**!
!! (0.064)! (0.063)! (0.063)! (0.065)! (0.064)!
Northern!Cape!! M0.487***! M0.529***! M0.527***! M0.546***! M0.561***!
!! (0.114)! (0.110)! (0.110)! (0.112)! (0.113)!
Free!State! M0.319***! M0.365***! M0.371***! M0.374***! M0.366***!
!! (0.108)! (0.108)! (0.108)! (0.108)! (0.108)!
North!West! M0.006! M0.063! M0.061! M0.064! M0.068!
!! (0.079)! (0.075)! (0.075)! (0.076)! (0.080)!
Gauteng! 0.023! 0.007! 0.005! 0.006! 0.005!
!! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.052)!
Mpumalanga! M0.158**! M0.193***! M0.192***! M0.194***! M0.195***!
!! (0.071)! (0.072)! (0.070)! (0.070)! (0.070)!
Limpopo! M0.246**! M0.274***! M0.272***! M0.271***! M0.274***!
!! (0.103)! (0.101)! (0.100)! (0.101)! (0.101)!
Export! !! M0.000! M0.000! M0.000! M0.000!
!! !! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)!
Capital! !! 0.002! M0.005! M0.008! M0.006!
!! !! (0.033)! (0.034)! (0.036)! (0.034)!
CR1! !! 0.148*! 0.161*! 0.163*! 0.160*!
!! !! (0.090)! (0.090)! (0.090)! (0.091)!
Tariff! !! M0.001*! M0.001*! M0.001*! M0.0012*!
!! !! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)!
Change!4! !! !! M0.001! !! !!
!! !! !! (0.002)! !! !!
Change!6! !! !! !! M0.002! !!
!! !! !! !! (0.002)! !!
Change!8! !! !! !! !! M0.002!
!! !! !! !! !! (0.003)!
Constant!! 4.134***! 4.189***! 4.212***! 4.213***! 4.215***!
!! (0.222)! (0.224)! (0.225)! (0.225)! (0.225)!
Observations! 2562! 2562! 2562! 2562! 2562!










  1 2 3 4 




Female! M0.332***! M0.331***! M0.334***! M0.345***!
!! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)! (0.032)!
Coloured! 0.240***! 0.242***! 0.245***! 0.246***!
!! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)!
Asian! 0.457***! 0.465***! 0.468***! 0.467***!
!! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)!
White! 0.842***! 0.841***! 0.798***! 0.788***!
!! (0.055)! (0.055)! (0.055)! (0.055)!
Age! 0.046***! 0.046***! 0.047***! 0.046***!
!! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)! (0.009)!
Age2! M0.049***! M0.049***! M0.049***! M0.049***!
!! (0.02)! (0.02)! (0.02)! (0.02)!
Primary! 0.141**! 0.139**! 0.140**! 0.146**!
!! (0.06)! (0.06)! (0.061)! (0.061)!
Secondary! 0.368***! 0.368***! 0.367***! 0.368***!
!! (0.05)! (0.05)! (0.05)! (0.05)!
Diploma! 0.845***! 0.845***! 0.844***! 0.846***!
!! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)!
Degree! 1.078***! 1.082***! 1.087***! 1.086***!
!! (0.148)! (0.148)! (0.148)! (0.148)!
Union! 0.228***! 0.228***! 0.226***! 0.225***!
!! (0.028)! (0.028)! (0.028)! (0.028)!
Tenure! 0.004***! 0.004***! 0.004***! 0.004***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Tenure2! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Manager! 0.846***! 0.845***! 0.848***! 0.839***!
!! (0.077)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)!
Professional! 0.862***! 0.860***! 0.852***! 0.842***!
!! (0.156)! (0.158)! (0.158)! (0.160)!
Technician! 0.466***! 0.468***! 0.469***! 0.465***!
!! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)! (0.066)!
Clerk! 0.425***! 0.425***! 0.428***! 0.427***!
!! (0.048)! (0.048)! (0.048)! (0.048)!
Salesperson! 0.124! 0.125! 0.1245! 0.1284!
!! (0.097)! (0.096)! (0.096)! (0.097)!
Artisan! 0.031! 0.031! 0.034! 0.034!
!! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)! (0.036)!
Operator! 0.172***! 0.171***! 0.162***! 0.162***!
!! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)!
Western!Cape! 0.210**! 0.214**! 0.271**! 0.258**!
!! (0.060)! (0.060)! (0.060)! (0.060)!





!! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)! (0.046)!
Northern!
Cape!
M0.196**! M0.196**! M0.194**! M0.196**!
!! (0.079)! (0.079)! (0.080)! (0.080)!
Free!State! M0.288***! M0.287***! M0.286***! M0.287***!
!! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)! (0.054)!
North!West! M0.068! M0.068! M0.063! M0.065!
!! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)!
Gauteng! 0.185***! 0.182***! 0.186***! 0.186***!
!! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.044)!
Mpumalanga! M0.062! M0.063! M0.065! M0.065!
!! (0.060)! (0.060)! (0.060)! (0.060)!
Limpopo! M0.261***! M0.261***! M0.249***! M0.256***!
!! (0.084)! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)!
Export! 0.004***! 0.005***! 0.003**! 0.004**!
!! (0.002)! (0.002)! (0.002)! (0.002)!
Capital! 0.045! 0.043! 0.029! 0.016!
!! (0.032)! (0.033)! (0.033)! (0.034)!
CR1! 0.186**! 0.194**! 0.245***! 0.244**!
!! (0.072)! (0.072)! (0.077)! (0.076)!
Tariff! M0.012***! M0.012***! M0.015***! M0.017***!
!! (0.004)! (0.002)! (0.003)! (0.004)!
Change4! !! 0.007! !! !!
!! !! (0.006)! !! !!
Change6! !! !! 0.007*! !!
!! !! !! (0.004)! !!
Constant! 3.876***! 3.887***! 3.894***! 3.927***!
!! (0.147)! (0.164)! (0.162)! (0.158)!
Observation! 2284! 2284! 2284! 2284!










!! 1! 2! 3!
!! Industry! Tariff! Change!
(4yr)!
Female! M0.316***! M0.319***! M0.321***!
!! (0.026)! (0.032)! (0.033)!
Coloured! 0.236***! 0.237***! 0.241***!
!! (0.043)! (0.043)! (0.043)!
Asian! 0.459***! 0.46***! 0.465***!
!! (0.052)! (0.052)! (0.052)!
White! 0.748***! 0.748***! 0.747***!
!! (0.056)! (0.056)! (0.056)!
Age! 0.044***! 0.044***! 0.045***!
!! (0.008)! (0.008)! (0.008)!
Age2! M0.048***! M0.048***! M0.048***!
!! (0.01)! (0.01)! (0.01)!
Primary! 0.139**! 0.138**! 0.138**!
!! (0.06)! (0.06)! (0.061)!
Secondary! 0.368***! 0.368***! 0.367***!
!! (0.06)! (0.06)! (0.06)!
Diploma! 0.843***! 0.843***! 0.841***!
!! (0.084)! (0.084)! (0.084)!
Degree! 1.083***! 1.084***! 1.086***!
!! (0.148)! (0.148)! (0.148)!
Union! 0.227***! 0.227***! 0.224***!
!! (0.027)! (0.027)! (0.027)!
Tenure! 0.003***! 0.003***! 0.003***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Tenure2! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Manager! 0.845***! 0.844***! 0.839***!
!! (0.079)! (0.079)! (0.079)!
Professional! 0.851***! 0.850***! 0.841***!
!! (0.159)! (0.159)! (0.159)!
Technician! 0.468***! 0.467***! 0.464***!
!! (0.065)! (0.065)! (0.065)!
Clerk! 0.414***! 0.414***! 0.415***!
!! (0.057)! (0.057)! (0.057)!
Salesperson! 0.101! 0.102! 0.105!
!! (0.096)! (0.095)! (0.095)!
Artisan! 0.029! 0.029! 0.031!
!! (0.037)! (0.037)! (0.037)!
Operator! 0.162***! 0.161***! 0.158***!
!! (0.031)! (0.031)! (0.031)!
Western!Cape! 0.103**! 0.103**! 0.107**!
!! (0.050)! (0.050)! (0.050)!





!! (0.048)! (0.048)! (0.048)!
Northern!Cape! M0.196**! M0.196**! M0.194**!
!! (0.079)! (0.079)! (0.080)!
Free!State! M0.277***! M0.277***! M0.276***!
!! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)!
North!West! M0.059! M0.059! M0.053!
!! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)!
Gauteng! 0.183***! 0.183***! 0.183***!
!! (0.042)! (0.042)! (0.042)!
Mpumalanga! M0.065! M0.065! M0.064!
!! (0.050)! (0.050)! (0.050)!
Limpopo! M0.251***! M0.250***! M0.244***!
!! (0.080)! (0.081)! (0.081)!
Export! 0.003***! 0.003***! 0.002**!
!! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)!
Capital! 0.045! 0.043! 0.029!
!! (0.032)! (0.033)! (0.033)!
CR1! 0.180**! 0.181**! 0.204***!
!! (0.074)! (0.074)! (0.075)!
Tariff! M0.010***! M0.011***! M0.016***!
!! (0.003)! (0.004)! (0.004)!
Change4! !! !! 0.001!
!! !! !! (0.004)!
Constant! 3.678***! 3.896***! 3.745***!
!! (0.141)! (0.142)! (0.143)!
Observation! 1908! 1908! 1908!




























0.318***! M0.317***! M0.321***! M0.320***! M0.321***! M0.323***! M0.324***!
!! (0.031)! (0.029)! (0.031)! (0.029)! (0.030)! (0.031)! (0.030)!
Coloured! 0.241***! 0.241***! 0.240***! 0.242***! 0.240***! 0.246***! 0.247**!
!! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)! (0.039)!
Asian! 0.461***! 0.462***! 0.460***! 0.463***! 0.464***! 0.468***! 0.469***!
!! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)!
White! 0.746***! 0.746***! 0.748***! 0.746***! 0.755***! 0.762***! 0.760***!
!! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)!
Age! 0.046***! 0.046***! 0.047***! 0.047***! 0.046***! 0.049***! 0.050***!
!! (0.006)! (0.006)! (0.006)! (0.006)! (0.006)! (0.005)! (0.005)!
Age2!
M
0.049***! M0.049***! M0.049***! M0.050***! M0.049***! M0.051***! M0.053***!
!! (0.011)! (0.011)! (0.011)! (0.011)! (0.011)! (0.011)! (0.011)!
Primary! 0.140**! 0.139**! 0.139**! 0.141**! 0.141**! 0.143! 0.142!
!! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)! (0.059)!
Secondary! 0.370***! 0.370***! 0.369***! 0.369***! 0.370***! 0.373***! 0.375***!
!! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.062)!
Diploma! 0.833***! 0.833***! 0.831***! 0.833***! 0.832***! 0.836***! 0.835***!
!! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.082)! (0.081)! (0.081)!
Degree! 1.079***! 1.080***! 1.084***! 1.083***! 1.081***! 1.086***! 0.1088***!
!! (0.146)! (0.146)! (0.146)! (0.146)! (0.147)! (0.145)! (0.145)!
Union! 0.223***! 0.223***! 0.225***! 0.224***! 0.225***! 0.227***! 0.226***!
!! (0.025)! (0.025)! (0.025)! (0.025)! (0.025)! (0.025)! (0.025)!
Tenure! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.002***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.001)! (0.001)!
Tenure2!
M
0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***! M0.000***!
!! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)! (0.000)!
Manager! 0.856***! 0.851***! 0.845***! 0.845***! 0.848***! M0.849***! M0.851***!
!! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.076)! (0.075)! (0.075)! (0.075)!
Professional! 0.856***! 0.852***! 0.847***! 0.843***! 0.852***! 0.854***! 0.857***!
!! (0.156)! (0.156)! (0.156)! (0.156)! (0.157)! (0.156)! (0.156)!
Technician! 0.469***! 0.468***! 0.467***! 0.466***! 0.467***! 0.469***! 0.470***!
!! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.061)! (0.060)! (0.060)!
Clerk! 0.412***! 0.412***! 0.413***! 0.414***! 0.416***! 0.418***! 0.450***!
!! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.053)! (0.052)! (0.051)! (0.051)!
Salesperson! 0.100! 0.101! 0.103! 0.102! 0.103! 0.106! 0.106!





Artisan! 0.027! 0.027! 0.026! 0.027! 0.027! 0.028! 0.029!
!! (0.035)! (0.035)! (0.035)! (0.035)! (0.035)! (0.034)! (0.034)!
Operator! 0.164***! 0.163***! 0.160***! 0.159***! 0.162***! 0.163***! 0.164***!
!! (0.030)! (0.030)! (0.030)! (0.030)! (0.030)! (0.031)! (0.031)!
Western!
Cape! 0.107**! 0.107**! 0.109**! 0.110**! 0.109**! 0.110***! 0.111***!
!! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.048)! (0.048)!
Eastern!Cape! 0.043! 0.043! 0.043! 0.043! 0.044! 0.046! 0.047!
!! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.044)! (0.043)! (0.043)!
Northern!
Cape! M0.197**! M0.198**! 0.198**! M0.197**! M0.203**! M0.204**! M0.204**!
!! (0.077)! (0.077)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)!
Free!State!
M
0.275***! M0.275***! M0.277***! M0.275***! M0.278***! M0.279***! M0.279***!
!! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)! (0.051)!
North!West! M0.061! M0.061! M0.060! M0.059! M0.058! M0.062! M0.061!
!! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)!
Gauteng! 0.187***! 0.187***! 0.187***! 0.189***! 0.190***! 0.191***! 0.190***!
!! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.040)! (0.040)!
Mpumalanga! M0.067! M0.067! M0.066! M0.066! M0.064! 0.066! 0.067!
!! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.049)! (0.048)! (0.049)!
Limpopo!
M
0.255***! M0.256***! M0.249***! M0.247***! M0.256***! M0.258***! M0.258**!
!! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.078)! (0.077)! (0.077)!
Export! 0.002***! 0.002***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.001***! 0.002***! M0.003***!
!! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.001)! (0.100)! (0.100)!
Capital! 0.047! 0.045! 0.040! 0.042! 0.045! 0.047! 0.048!
!! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.029)! (0.028)!
CR1! 0.178**! 0.180**! 0.201***! 0.221***! 0.224***! 0.0231***! 0.0230***!
!! (0.074)! (0.074)! (0.075)! (0.077)! (0.076)! (0.035)! (0.034)!
Tariff!
M
0.011***! M0.012***! M0.011***! M0.013***! M0.014***! 0.015***! 0.016***!
!! (0.001)! (0.002)! (0.003)! (0.002)! (0.002)! (0.002)! (0.002)!
Medium! 0.184***! 0.184***! 0.185***! 0.185***! 0.183***! 0.186***! 0.187***!
!! (0.045)! (0.045)! (0.045)! (0.045)! (0.045)! (0.045)! (0.046)!
Large! 0.326***! 0.326***! 0.325***! 0.326***! 0.313***! 0.320***! 0.322***!
!! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)! (0.041)!
Change4! !! 0.002! !! !! !! !! !!
!! !! (0.004)! !! !! !! !! !!
Change6! !! !! 0.006*! !! !! !! !!
!! !! !! (0.003)! !! !! !! !!
Change8! !! !! !! 0.005**! !! !! !!
!! !! !! !! (0.002)! !! !! !!





!! !! !! !! !! (0.002)! !! !!
Change!16! !! !! !! !! !! 0.004**! !!
!! !! !! !! !! !! (0.002)! !!
!Change!18! !! !! !! !! !! !! 0.007**!
!
!! !! !! !! !! !! (0.002)!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Constant! 3.898***! 3.899***! 3.978***! 3.968***! 3.898***! 3.939***! 3.938***!
!! (0.143)! (0.145)! (0.146)! (0.150)! (0.150)! (0.152)! (0.153)!
Observations! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516! 3516!
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South! Africa.! After! the! currency! crashes! of! the! late! 1990s,! a! growing! number! of!
emerging!economies!moved!away!from!exchange!rate!rigidity!towards!a!combination!of!
flexible!exchange!rates!and!inflation!targeting!(IT).!Inflation!targeting!is!increasingly!seen!
as! a! crucial!monetary! policy! by! these! economies! in! their! quest! for! economic! growth.!
Since! exchange! rate! is! a!major! determinant! of! inflation,! the! choice! of! an! appropriate!
exchange! rate! regime,! and! the! broad! thrust! of! exchange! rate! policy! continue! to! be!
crucial! in! macroeconomic! policy.! The! nature! and! timing! of! linkages! among! nominal!
exchange!rate,!prices!and!inflation!to!a!large!extent!determine!the!effectiveness!of!the!





Exchange! rate! is! one! of! the! macroeconomic! fundamentals! that! significantly! affect!







manufactures! intended! for! production! of! consumer! goods! of! domestic! origin.! The!
exchange!rate!affects!not!only!prices!of!imported!goods,!but!also—indirectly!via!import!
arbitrage—prices! of! domestic! goods! which! are! under! competitive! pressure! from!
imported!goods.!With! the! indirect!channel,! the!change! in! the!exchange!rate,!all!other!
things!being!equal,!affects!the!change!in!the!real!exchange!rate.!This,!in!turn,!affects!the!
economy! via! aggregate! demand! and! a! changed! output! gap.! In! IT! countries,! the!
monetary! authority! does! not! directly! regulate! the! exchange! rate.! However,! since!
changes! in! the! exchange! rate! also! affect! inflation,! the! monetary! authority! conducts!
detailed!analyses!of!the!exchange!rate,!and!each!macroeconomic!forecast!also!contains!
the!internally!consistent!outlook!for!the!exchange!rate.!On!the!one!hand,!the!exchange!
rate! forecast!affects! future! inflation!and! thus!also!monetary!policy,!which! is! aimed!at!
keeping! inflation!near! the! inflation! target.!On! the!other!hand,! the!exchange! rate! is! in!












that! exchange! rate! fluctuations! could! significantly! affect! the! level! of! inflation!
(Dornbusch,!1987;!Krugman,!1987;!Menon,!1996;!Devereux!and!Yetman,!2003;!Mwase,!
2006;! Choi! and! Cook,! 2008;! AkofioMSowah,! 2009;! and! Razafimahefa,! 2012)! especially!
when! a! country! adopts! both! a! floating! exchange! rate! and! open! trade! policies.! An!
additional! advantage!of! IT! is! its! association!with!an! improvement! in!overall! economic!
performance! also,! Bernanke! and! Mishkin! (1997),! and! Mishkin! and! SchmidtMHebbel!
(2007).!!
Only!two!African!countries!have!formally!adopted!IT—South!Africa!in!2000,!and!Ghana!
in! 2007.! ! For! a! small! open! economy! like! South! Africa,! exchange! rate!movements! are!
more! significant! than! in! advanced! industrialized! countries! as! they!are! likely! to!have!a!
proportionally! greater! effect!on!prices,! price! competitiveness,! resource!allocation!and!
output.! Before! IT,! the! South!African!Reserve!Bank! (SARB)!had! adopted!exchange! rate!
targeting,!discretionary!monetary!policy,!and!monetaryMaggregate!targeting!at!different!
times!between!1960!and!1998.!The!experience!of!South!Africa!can!offer!valuable!lessons!



























magnitude! of! this! effect! has! implications! for! the! design! of! monetary! policy,! as! it!
determines! whether! the! central! bank! should! devote! efforts! to! control! nominal!
depreciation!pressures! that!may! jeopardize!price!stability.!As!a! result,!many!emerging!
countries!have!adopted!inflation!targeting.!Empirical!studies!show!that!emerging!open!
economies! that! adopted! IT! have! experienced! greater! reductions! in! inflation! and! in!















The! democratic! election! of! the! new! government! in! 1994! marked! the! end! of! the!
apartheid! era! and! coincided! with! an! important! shift! in! South! Africa’s! development!
strategy,! from! export! promotion! with! import! controls! to! greater! openness! through!
trade!liberalization.!Also,!exchange!rate!regimes!in!South!Africa!have!evolved!from!fixed,!
to! managedMfloating! and! more! recently! to! freeMfloating.! These! policies! have! left! the!
country! vulnerable! to! the! effects! of! exchange! rate! volatility! and! movements! in!
consumer! prices.! Changes! in! exchange! rates! are! important! in! the! determination! of!
monetary!policy!because!they!could!have!major!impacts!on!the!price!level!or!inflation.!
The! SARB! formally! adopted! IT! on! February! 23rd,! 2000.! This! requires! it! to! announce! a!
numerical!point!or!range!target!for!the!inflation!rate!and!to!have!a!strong!and!credible!
commitment! to! price! stability,! more! transparent! and! clear! communication! with! the!
public! and! the! markets! detailing! the! instruments! that! will! be! used! to! achieve! and!






range!of!3! to!6!percent! for! the!yearMonMyear! increase! in! the!headline!CPIX! (CPI! for! all!






longer! needed! to! be! removed! from! the! CPI!when! evaluating! the! effects! of!monetary!
policy.!!!
 
Source: Plotted from data on the SARB website www.reservebank.co.za 
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 At that time, the CPIX inflation was 7 percent.  The CPIX is defined as CPI excluding the interest cost of 
mortgage bonds, for the historical metropolitan and other urban areas. For the credibility of the SARB, as 
well as the management of expectations, the target rate needs to be set at a level which properly 




















































































































































Although! the! SARB! has! to! a! large! extent! fulfilled! its! IT! mandate,! it! is! a! continuing!
challenge.! In! recent!months,! inflation! in!South!Africa!has!again! risen!above! the! target!
upper!bound!of!6!percent!due!to!a!weak!rand,!falling!oil!prices,!and!high!wage!demands!
in!the!platinum!industry.!Consumer!prices!in!South!Africa!went!up!6.2!percent!yearMonM
year! in! January! of! 2016,! accelerating! for! the! fourth! straight!month! and! reaching! the!
highest! since!August!of!2014.!Figures!came!above!market!expectations,!due! to!higher!





Previous! studies!on! the! relationship!between! traded!goods!prices!and!exchange! rates!














variables! in! the!model,! ε ! is! an! error! term,! and! t! denotes! the! time! period.! The! three!






product!would!be!uniformly!priced!when!expressed! in! a! common!currency.! That! is,! if!
two!markets!have!separate!currencies!and!the!exchange!rate!varies,!at!least!one!of!the!




! *logloglog PEPt += # # # # # # # (2)!
# #
where! P denotes!the!local!price!of!the!commodity!in!the!domestic!country!(here,!South!
Africa),! *P denotes!the!foreign!price!of!the!same!commodity,!and! E ,!the!exchange!rate!
of!the!domestic!currency!per!unit!of!the!foreign!currency!(here,!the!U.S!dollar).!!When!
LOOP!holds,!a!10!percent!change!in!the!exchange!rate!should!translate!to!a!10!percent!
change! in! the! importing! country’s! price,! all! other! things! held! constant! (i.e.,! complete!
passMthrough).! For! LOOP,! the! assumptions! of! profit! maximization! and! costless!
transportation,! distribution! and! resale!must! hold16.! A! departure! from! this! law! occurs!
when,! for! a! given! price! of! a! traded! good,! changes! in! its! domestic! price! are! not!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




















The! degree! of! passMthrough! is! important! not! only! for! what! it! may! tell! us! about!
competition!in!international!trade,!but!also!because!the!adjustment!of!import!prices!is!
relevant!for!both!small!and!large!open!economies!in!analyzing!the!impact!of!exchange!
rate! changes! on! balance! of! payments,! trade! balance! and! the! rates! of! inflation.! The!
degree! of! exchange! rate!movements! transmitted! into! domestic! prices! has! important!











it! is! the! markMup! that! has! to! assimilate! the! exchange! rate! movements.! ! Cases! of!




The! theoretical! underpinnings! of! incomplete! ERPT! literature! emphasized! models! of!
imperfect! competition,! product! differentiation! and! price! discrimination.! ! Dornbusch!
(1987)!noted!that!market!organization!features!such!as!the!dominance!of!priceMsetters!
in!the!market,!the!possibility!of!substitution!between!domestic!and!foreign!variants!of!a!
product,! and! barriers! to! spatial! arbitrage! can! influence! the! size! and! speed! of! passM
through.! Markets! for! manufactured! goods! are! more! likely! to! exhibit! these!
characteristics! than! those! for! basic! commodities! (see! Hooper! and!Mann,! 1989).! ! The!
theory!of!intra!industry!trade!(Krugman,!1979;!Lancaster,!1980!and!Helpman,!1981),!in!
which! all! traded! goods! are! imperfectly! substitutable,! further! lends! support! to! the!
question! of!microeconomic! price! linkages! across! national!markets.! ! Given! the! above,!
LOOP! should! not! usually! be! expected! to! hold! between! domestic! production! and!




price,! X is!a!measure!of!exporters’!costs,! Z includes!factors!that!affect!the!demand!for!











The! later! generations! of! empirical! research! on! the! relationship! between! prices! and!
exchange!rates!focused!more!on!the!issue!of!markMup!adjustment.!!It!was!observed!that!
the!percentage!change! in! the!prices!of! imported!goods! is!usually! smaller!but!at! times!
larger!than!the!percentage!change!in!the!exchange!rates!of!the!exporting!country,!and!
that! price! responses! differ! across! destinations.! ! This! exchange! rateMinduced! price!
discrimination! is! termed! ‘pricingMtoMmarket’! (Krugman,! 1987).! Firms! achieve! this! by!
taking!a!rise!(fall)!in!profit!margins!on!foreign!sales!when!the!exchange!rate!depreciates!
(appreciates),!Feenstra!(1989).!!For!a!monopolist!that!priceMdiscriminates!across!export!





In! analyzing! the!pricing!behavior!of! a! firm! in! several!markets,! following!Goldberg!and!























1 ,;;...,, νπ ! ! ! (4)#
!
where! p !denotes!price!in!the!exporter’s!currency,! q !the!quantity!demanded!(a!function!
of!the!price! in!the! importer’s!currency! Ep ,!and!a!demand!shifter! v ),! E ! the!exchange!
rate,! i.e.,! units! of! the! importer’s! currency! per! units! of! the! exporter’s! currency,! and!
( ),wqC ! the! cost! function!with! w ! representing! inputs! prices.! ! In! this! scenario,! profit!


















! for! ni ...,,1= ! ! ! ! # (5)!
#
where! the!cost! function! ! is!assumed! linear,!and! the!marginal! cost! therefore!constant,!!












result! from! changing! output! levels.! ! Thus,!we! can! infer! that! if! demand! is!more! (less)!
elastic!as!local!currency!prices!rise,!the!exporter’s!optimal!markMup!will!fall!(rise)!as!the!
price!in!the!buyer’s!currency!increases!(i.e.,!as!the!buyer’s!currency!depreciates!against!
the! exporter’s).! ! Also,! there! is! a! feedback! effect! which! shows! that! changes! in! cost!
influence! export! and! domestic! prices! but! price! adjustments! depend! on! demand!
curvature.! ! Knetter! (1989)! disentangled! cost! changes! from!markMup! changes! resulting!
from! the! exporter’s! exchange! rate! fluctuations! with! respect! to! the! currency! of! the!
importing! country.! ! In! a! situation! in! which! changes! in! the! exchange! rate! affect! the!
exporter’s! marginal! cost,! the! change! in! marginal! cost! is! reflected! in! all! destination!
markets,!while!markMup!changes!are!usually!market!specific.!!With!reference!to!equation!
(1),!in!analysing!PTM,! P !denotes!the!export!price,! X is!the!domestic!price!of!the!good!
whose! coefficient! is! constrained! to! be! one! and! is! subtracted! from! both! sides! of! the!






ERPT! to! domestic! prices! depends! on! three! factors—the! relative! elasticities! of! the!








to! reinforce! or! counteract! the! influence! of! elasticities.! ! For! instance,! when! domestic!
demand!is!buoyant!or!capacity!is!constrained,!the!extent!of!passMthrough!for!imports!is!
likely! to! be! high! regardless! of! the! relative! elasticities! (Phillips,! 1988).! However,!when!
domestic!demand!is!weak!or!capacity!utilization!is!low,!the!margins!of!foreign!exporters!
may!be!reduced,!thereby!making!passMthrough!incomplete!regardless!of!the!elasticities.!!
Lastly,! at! the! industry! level,! the! microeconomic! environment! may! influence! the!
exporter’s! pricing! strategies,! as! the! market! structure! may! create! an! opportunity! to!
discriminate!between!markets,!making!PTM! likely! to!occur! (Krugman!1987).!Arbitrage!
eliminates! price! differentials! when! homogeneous! goods! are! traded! in! an! integrated!
market,!but!wide!ranges!of!pricing!responses!are!possible!when!markets!are!imperfect!
and! segmented.! ! In! this! situation,! passMthrough! is! likely! to! be! high! or! complete! if!





Inflation!targeting!as!a! formal!monetary!policy!was!pioneered! in!New!Zealand! in!1990!
and! has! since! been! adopted! by! many! countries! around! the! world.! It! involves! the!
declaration!of!an!inflation!target,!usually!a!narrow!range!of!inflation!rates,!by!the!central!
bank.!The!central!bank!then!uses!monetary!tools,!often!a!policy!interest!rate,!to!attempt!









the! issue! of! passMthrough! from!exchange! rates! to! domestic! prices.! ! If! the! inflationary!
effects! of! exchange! rate! changes! are! large,! the! authorities! will! have! to! implement!
monetary! and! fiscal! policies! to! offset! the! inflationary! consequences.! A! number! of!
studies!have! shown! that!ERPT!has!declined! since! the!1990s.!Taylor! (2000)!has!argued!
that!this!lower!passMthrough!has!been!the!result!of!a!decline!in!the!level!and!volatility!of!
inflation.! Accordingly,! one! of! the! positive! consequences! of! a! strong! commitment!
towards! price! stability! is! that! ERPT! declines! significantly,! and! a! virtuous! circle!











18 The conclusion of a paper Roger and Stone (2005), presented to the Executive Board of International 





related! to! ERPT.! Ball! and! Sheridan! (2005:250)! stated! that! “there! is! no! evidence! that!
inflation! targeting! improves! performance! as! measured! by! the! behavior! of! inflation,!
output,!or!interest!rates.”!They!argue!that!the!apparent!success!of!IT!countries!is!simply!
a!reflection!of!a!regression!towards!the!mean;!that! is,!countries!that!start!with!higher!
inflation! are!more! likely! to! find! that! inflation!will! fall! faster! than! countries! that! begin!
with! an! initially! low! rate! of! inflation.! Since! countries! that! adopted! IT! generally! had!













consumer! prices! (e.g.! Bhundia! (2002),! Devereux! and! Yetman! (2003),! Ito! and! Sato!
(2007)).! There! also! have! been! studies! investigating! the! speed! or! magnitude! and!









include!Nell! (2000),!Bhundia! (2002),!SARB! (2002)!and!Karoro!et!al.! (2009).!Nell! (2000)!
examines! the! inflationary! impact! of! exchange! rate! depreciation! in! South! Africa! from!
1973!to!1998.!This!period!is!split!into!two,!1973!to!1983!and!1984!to!1998,!in!order!to!
determine! whether! the! underlying! causes! of! inflation! changed! following! significant!
structural,! political! and! institutional! changes,! and! the! adoption! of! a! more! marketM
oriented! exchange! rate! system.! Nell! (2000:13)! formulates! price! and! wage! equations!
which!are!estimated!using!distributed!lag!(DL)!and!autoregressive!distributed!lag!(ARDL)!




through! profile! over! the! period! 2000! to! 2001,! when! monetary! policy! had! the! most!
impact! on! inflation.! Bhundia! defines! ERPT! as! the! correlation! between! exchange! rate!
fluctuations!and!quarterly!CPIX!inflation.!The!framework!underpinning!the!analysis!is!the!









increase! over! time! in! the! level! of! the! CPIX.! The!passMthrough! elasticity! resulting! from!
shocks! to! producer! price! inflation!was! approximately! 72! percent! after! eight! quarters,!




domestic! currency! price! of! imports! in! South! Africa.! The! methodology! is! based! on!
Johansen’s! vector! errorMcorrection! models! (VECM).! The! results! suggest! that!
approximately!78!percent!of!an!exchange!rate!change!is!passed!through!to!import!prices!
in!South!Africa!in!the!long!run,!and!that!half!of!this!adjustment!occurs!in!just!less!than!
one! year.! The! results! suggest! further! that! each! month,! import! prices! adjust! to!




consumer! prices! in! South! Africa! from! 1980! to! 2005.! It! also! explores! whether! the!
direction!and!size!of!changes! in! the!exchange!rate!have!different!passMthrough!effects!
on! import! prices,! that! is,! whether! the! ERPT! is! symmetric! or! asymmetric.! The! paper!
identifies! two!main! stages!of!ERPT—the! first! is! the! transmission!of! fluctuations! in! the!
exchange!rate!to!import!prices,!and!the!second!is!the!passMthrough!of!changes!in!import!










to! redress! the! imbalance! in! countryMspecific! coverage! by! presenting! one! of! the! first!
estimates! on! the! relationship! between! ERPT! and! inflation! targeting! in! South! Africa.!
Second,!the!sample!size!is!relatively!large!when!compared!with!sample!sizes!in!previous!
studies!on!passMthrough!and! IT! for! small! open!economies.! Lastly,! I! use!quarterly! time!
series!data! to! reveal! the!effect!of!movements! in!exchange! rate!on!domestic!prices!of!
imports,!an!issue!that!is!most!relevant!for!monetary!policy.!!Table!3.1!below!summarizes!













Period of Data 
Methodology 
 
Main Variables Main Results 
Winkelried,!
D.!
2014! Quarterly! data! from!
1994!to!2010!for!Peru.!
Structural!VAR! Consumer! price! index,!










2014! Quarterly! data! from!




VAR! Consumer! price! index,! the!
exchange! rate! per! US! dollar!
and! import! price! index! on!
US!dollar!base.!
After!the!adoption!of!IT,!Korea!took!an!inflation@responsive!rule!
in! a! forward@looking! manner,! while! Indonesia! and! Thailand!
adopted!the!rule!in!a!backward@looking!manner.!Only!Korea!lost!

















consumer! price! index! as!
proxy! for! inflation! rate! and!
foreign!prices.!
!
Significant! correlation! between! exchange! rate!movements! and!
inflation!and!output!movements!in!both!sub@periods.!IT!also!had!
significant! impacts! on! the!movements! of! inflation,! output! and!
exchange! rate.! IT! led! to! higher! volatility! in! exchange! rate!
movements! in! a! majority! of! the! economies.! The! decline! in!






2012! Annual! data! from! 1990!
to! 2011! for! Australia,!
China!and!India.!
VAR!! Oil! price! inflation,! interest!
rate,! industrial! output,!
exchange! rate,! import!price,!




import! prices! and! consumer! prices.! Also,! the! depreciation! of!
Chinese!renminbi!and!Indian!rupee!decreased!import!prices!but!
had! an! inflationary! effect! on! domestic! prices.! External! factors!







































2000! (which! is! accepted! as! the! average! adoption! date).! However,! the!
movement! in!domestic! inflation!was!predominantly! explained!by!world!
commodity!prices!in!recent!past!and!not!by!the!depreciation!of!the!local!
currency!in!these!economies.!
Khodeir,!A.N.! 2012! Monthly! data!
from! 1990! to!
2008!for!Egypt.!




Strong! relationship! between! inflation! targeting! and! exchange! rate! in! a!
way! that! may! give! support! to! the! application! of! a! flexible! IT! regime!















after! an! appreciation! of! the! local! currency.! The! average! elasticity! was!
estimated! at! about! 0.4! and! was! lower! in! countries! with! more! flexible!
exchange! rate! regimes! and! in! countries! with! higher! incomes.! A! low!














price! index! and! import!
prices.!
The! price! level! decreased! in! response! to! an! increase! in! interest! rates.!
Strong! evidence! that! industrial! production! indices! have! a! negative! and!
significant! effect! in! increasing! the! probability! to! stay! in! an! inflationary!
regime! and! a! high! pass@through! level.! Also,! imports! increase! the!






















2002! to! 2009! for!
Turkey.!
Structural!VAR! Inflation! rate! gap,!
treasury! bill! rate,!
output! gap,! short! term!
nominal! domestic!
interest! rate,! and! real!
exchange!rate.!















Panel!VAR!! Consumer! price! index,!




IT! adoption! helped! reduce! the! pass@through! to! all! three! price!
indices!considered!(import!prices,!producer!prices!and!consumer!
























Thailand,! but! the! results! were! less! clear! in! Indonesia! and! the!
Philippines.!Their!results!indicate!that!inflation!targeting!caused!
a! decline! in! exchange! rate! volatility! in! all! four! countries.! The!





















ERPT!decreased!after! IT!adoption! in!most!of! the!countries.!The!
response!of!producer!prices! inflation! to!exchange! rate!changes!
was!higher!than!that!of!consumer!prices!inflation.!Nevertheless,!
ERPT!did!not!disappear!completely!for!the!economies!analyzed,!






























and! Turkey! than! in! East! Asian! countries,! with! the!
exception!of! Indonesia.! In!particular,! Indonesia,!Mexico,!
Turkey,!and!to!a!lesser!extent,!Argentina!showed!a!strong!
response! of! CPI! to! the! exchange! rate! shock.! Further,!
shock!transmission!from!import!prices!or!PPI!to!CPI!was!
quite!large!in!Indonesia,!Mexico!and!Turkey.!This!finding!
implies! that! the!channel!of! shocks!at!different!stages!of!
















Contrary! to! previous! studies,! the! effect! of! the! nominal!
exchange! rate! on! inflation! still! was! a! relevant! issue! for!
emerging!IT!countries!and!the!empirical!evidence!offered!
for! the! lower! pass@through! often! missed! the! nature! of!




2007! Quarterly! data! from!




the! ! Philippines,! Peru,!
the! Czech! Rep.,! Chile,!
Malaysia,! Thailand,!!








be! related! to! the! lower! level! and! lower! volatility! of!




















I! first! examine! the! passIthrough! of! exchange! rate! and! import! price! fluctuations!
denominated!in!the!exporter’s!currency!to!domestic!consumer!prices!using!a!standard!
VAR!model!specified!as:!
tktkttt XXXX µφ +Π++Π+Π+= −−− ...2211 !! ! ! ! (6)!
!
! ! ! !
where! tX !is!a!vector!of!endogenous!variables,! tµ !is!a!vector!of!innovations!that!may!
be! contemporaneously! correlated! but! are! uncorrelated! with! their! own! lagged! values!
and!also!uncorrelated!with!all!other!right!hand!side!variables,!φ !is!a!vector!of!constants!
and!Π !are!matrices!of!coefficients!to!be!estimated.!The!baseline!model!with!the!vector!
of! five! endogenous! variables! includes! output! proxied! by! the! index! of! industrial!
production ( )ip ,! import! price ( )imp ,! exchange! rate! ( )er ! (this! is! the! nominal! effective!
exchange!rate!(NEER)!which!represents!the!domestic!price!of!a!basket!of!currencies19),!
domestic!prices!proxied!by!the!consumer!price!index ( )cpi !and!interest!rate ( )ir .!Thus,!











The! output! gap! is! derived! from! the! difference! between! actual! and! potential! output.!





the!exchange!rate.!Therefore,!controlling! for!changes! in! the!producer!costs!allows!the!
isolation! of! the! exchange! rate! effect.! The! relationship! to! be! estimated! between! the!




































































































    (8) 
 
The! !s! are! contemporaneously! uncorrelated,! otherwise! "#$%cannot! be! identified.! The!




20 Identification of the structural shock is achieved by appropriately ordering the variables of interest and 
applying Cholesky decomposition to the variance matrix of the reduced-form residuals tµ . The Cholesky 
decomposition encompasses the decomposition of the variance covariance matrix Ω  of the reduced-form 
residuals in a lower triangular matrix S . Thus, the ( ) 2/1−nn  economic restrictions are imposed on the 
triangular matrix to identify the structural shocks, where some of the structural shocks do not have 






The! industrial!output!reflects!the!real!sector!of! the!economy!while!the! interest!rate! is!
included!to!examine!the!impact!of!monetary!policy.!The!output!variable!is!ordered!prior!
to! the! exchange! rate! and! domestic! prices! to! allow! the! exchange! rate! to! respond!
contemporaneously! to! the! demand! shocks! in! the! system.! The! monetary! shock! is!
captured! by! the! change! in! interest! rate! and! ordered! next! to! allow! for! a!
contemporaneous! impact! of!monetary! policy! shocks! on! the! industrial! output! and! the!
exchange! rate.! This! ordering! is! also! motivated! by! the! theory! that! a! monetary! policy!


























monetary! authorities! are!more! interested! in! short! run! passIthrough! dynamics,! which!
are! relevant! for! short! term! inflation.!This! sample! size!of!176!observations! is! relatively!
large!when! compared!with! sample! sizes! in!previous! studies! in! this! area!of! research.! I!
divided! the! sample! period! into! preI! and! postIinflation! targeting! periods.! The! former!
spans!1970q1!to!1999q4!and!the!latter!2000q1!to!2014q4.!The!data!were!obtained!from!




Using! both! the! Augmented! DickeyIFuller! (ADF)! and! PhillipIPerron! (PP)! tests,! the! null!
hypothesis! of! the! existence! of! a! unit! root! was! not! rejected! for! the! variables! in! their!
levels!but!was!rejected! in!their!first!differences,!providing!evidence!that!the!series!are!














! Without!Trend! With!Trend! Without!Trend! With!Trend!
! Level! FD! Level! FD! Level! FD! Level! FD!
Log!of!CPI! I2.30! I6.54*! I2.31! I6.57*! I2.42! I6.57*! I2.47! I6.60*!
Log!of!IR! I2.23! I4.37*! I2.37! I4.46*! I2.26! I4.52*! I2.34! I4.60*!
Log!of!ER! 1.27! I3.24*! I1.31! I3.23*! 1.68! I4.56*! 2.21! I4.55*!
Log!of!IP! I0.63! I3.90*! I0.62! I3.88*! I0.75! I4.72*! I0.82! I4.70*!













Lag!order! ! ! ! HQIC! ! ! ! ! AIC!
!
0! ! ! ! ! 3.26980! ! ! ! 3.34564! !
1! ! ! ! ! 3.35781! ! ! ! 3.56453!
2! ! ! ! ! 3.26667! ! ! ! 3.32334!
3! ! ! ! ! 3.17871! ! ! ! 3.29668!
4! ! ! ! ! 2.78967*! ! ! ! 3.01432*!
5! ! ! ! ! 2.99868! ! ! ! 3.27846!
!
The!existence!of!a!long!run!relationship!exists!among!the!variables!is!investigated!next!
and! both! the! trace! and!maximum!eigenvalue! statistics! for! the! cointegration! tests! are!
presented! in! Table! 3.4! below.! The! null! hypothesis! of! no! cointegration! among! the!
variables! is! rejected!using!both! the! λ Imax!and! the! trace! statistics,! as! the!eigenvalue!
and! trace! test! statistics! of! 34.036! and! 71.088! are! greater! than! the! critical! values! of!











 Trace Test Maximum Eigenvalue Test 
Hypothesized 













None* 0.178596 71.08843 69.81889 0.0395 34.03610 33.87687 0.0479 
At most 1 0.120971 37.05233 47.85613 0.3451 22.30613 27.58434 0.2051 
At most 2 0.049342 14.74620 29.79707 0.7963 8.753886 21.13162 0.8518 
At most 3 0.033215 5.992314 15.49471 0.6965 5.843779 14.26460 0.6334 
At most 4 0.000858 0.148535 3.841466 0.6999 0.148535  3.841466 0.6999 
! ! ! ! !!*!denotes!rejection!of!the!hypothesis!at!the!5!percent!significance!level.!
!
Having! established! the! existence! of! a! unique! cointegrating! vector,! the! Johansen!
Maximum!likelihood!approach!of!the!linear!combination!of!variables!represented!by!the!
first! of! the! standardized! β! eigenvectors! and! the! first! column! of! α! coefficient! are!




! ! ! ! ! !
LOGCPI! LOGER! LOGIMP! LOGIP! LOGIR! !
!1.000000! !0.021393! !.0614435! I0.051215! I0.016014! !
! !(0.01609)*! !(0.41774)! !(0.00352)*! !(0.00517)**! !










providing! additional! information! on! passIthrough.! Four! lags! of! each! variable! are!
included.!The!estimated!model!is!specified!as:!
!
















'()8,31 +%0:75*,31 + !,%%
!
The!equilibrium!correction!term!( 1−tECM )!generated!from!the!cointegration!equation!is!
included! as! an! additional! channel! through! which! the! speed! of! passIthrough! can! be!
estimated.!!
!
The! vector! error! correction! model! (VECM)! results! were! subjected! to! a! number! of!
diagnostic!checks!I!stability,!within!equation!residual!correlation,!heteroskedasticity!and!
normality!tests.!The!serial!correlation!LM!test!for!higher!order!ARMA!errors!shows!that!
there! is! no! autocorrelation! in! the! residuals! (Appendix! A);! the! ARCH! LM! test! for!
autoregressive! conditional! heteroskedasticity! shows! that! there! is! no! ARCH! in! the!
residuals!(see!Appendix!B);!and!for!the!White's!test,!we!fail!to!reject!the!null!hypothesis!
of! no! heteroskedasticity.! ! Ramsey’s! Regression! Specification! Error! Test! (RESET)! shows!
that!the!model!is!of!the!correct!functional!form!and!that!the!disturbance!vector!has!the!
































































































































































In! each! ECM! equation,! the! coefficient! of! the! own! error! correction! term! should! be!
negative,! that! is,! the! dependent! variable! should! vary! in! the! opposite! direction! of! the!






following! a! shock.! The! deviations! from! the! cointegrating! relationships! measured! by!
tECM ! are! statistically! significant,! see!Tables!3.6a,!3.6b!and!3.6c.! ! The! coefficients!are!
correctly! signed! and! therefore! provide! support! for! the! validity! of! the! cointegrating!
relationship! estimated,! which! lies! between! 15! percent! and! 20! percent! for! sample!
1970q1I2014q4!and! subIsample!2000q1I2014q4.! ! For! the!postIinflation! targeting! subI
period!(2000q1!to!2014q4),!approximately!20!percent!of!the!previous!disequilibrium!in!
import! prices! is! corrected! each! quarter,! while! for! the! preIinflation! targeting! period!








domestic! prices! to! the! exchange! rate! shocks! in! the! postIinflation! targeting! period! is!
positive!and!significant!which!means!that!the!depreciation!of!exchange!rate!leads!to!an!












significant,! but! higher! for! the! entire! period! than! for! the! subIperiods.! ! Also,! the!
producers’!prices!seem!to!influence!the!local!currency!prices!of!imports!in!South!Africa.#
!
The! paper! explores! the! Impulse! Response! Function! (IRF)! and! the! Variance!
Decomposition!(VDC).!In!general,!the!IFR!refers!to!the!reaction!of!the!dynamic!system!in!
response! to! some! external! change! while! the! VDC! refers! to! the! breakdown! of! the!
forecast! error! variance! for! a! specific! time! horizon.! It! shows!which! variable! has! short!
term!or!longIterm!impacts!on!another!variable!of!interest,!especially!the!percentage!of!



















! After#3#Months# After#6#Months# After#12#Months# After#24#Months#
Import#prices# 0.199! 0.445! 0.523! 0.575!
Consumer#prices# 0.059! 0.161! 0.246! 0.249!
!
After!one!quarter,!about!20!percent!of!an!exchange!rate!shock!had!been!passed!on!to!
import! prices,! and! after! four! quarters,! 56! percent! had! been!passed! on.!On! the! other!
hand,!after!four!quarters,!only!23!percent!of!an!exchange!rate!change!had!been!passed!
on! to!domestic!prices! in!South!Africa.! In! the! short! run,! consumer!prices! respond!only!
























on! the! movements! of! inflation,! output! and! the! exchange! rate.! The! passIthrough! to!
consumer!prices!decreased!and! there!also!was!a! reduction! in! the! influence!of! foreign!
producer!costs!on!imports!prices!after!the!adoption!of!inflation!targeting.!The!decrease!
in!passIthrough!effect!may!imply!that!after!the!adoption!of!inflation!targeting!in!South!
Africa,! retailing! firms! that! import! goods! from! abroad! absorb! a! larger! fraction! of! an!
exchange!rate!shock!through!a!smaller!variation!in!their!selling!prices.!So!also,!firms!that!





and! volatility.! In! fact,! the! adoption! of! the! IT! framework! continues! to! strengthen! the!
SARB's!mandate!to!focus!on!price!stability.!To!achieve!its!objective,!the!Bank!may!also!
have! to! resort! to! foreign! exchange! intervention! and! capital! controls! in! response! to!
exchange!rate!shocks!so!as!to!mitigate!the!impact!of!exchange!rate!passIthrough!effects!


















! ! !Lags! LMKStat! Prob!
! ! !






















! ! !Lags! LMKStat! Prob!
! ! !































! ! !Lags! LMKStat! Prob!
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Date:!04/24/16!!!Time:!18:53! ! ! !
Sample:!2000Q1!2014Q4! ! ! !
Included!observations:!60! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Joint!test:! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !ChiKsq! df! Prob.! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !!629.5754! 600! !0.1951! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Individual!components:! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !Dependent! RKsquared! F(40,19)! Prob.! ChiKsq(40)! Prob.!
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !res1*res1! !0.616721! !0.764307! !0.7682! !37.00328! !0.6059!
res2*res2! !0.862155! !2.970888! !0.0065! !51.72927! !0.1013!
res3*res3! !0.598833! !0.709044! !0.8232! !35.92995! !0.6540!
res4*res4! !0.608508! !0.738306! !0.7946! !36.51046! !0.6281!
res5*res5! !0.609214! !0.740498! !0.7925! !36.55281! !0.6262!
res2*res1! !0.855521! !2.812677! !0.0090! !51.33126! !0.1081!
res3*res1! !0.592881! !0.691734! !0.8394! !35.57285! !0.6697!
res3*res2! !0.549582! !0.579575! !0.9274! !32.97490! !0.7767!
res4*res1! !0.626635! !0.797213! !0.7337! !37.59809! !0.5789!
res4*res2! !0.730080! !1.284782! !0.2832! !43.80481! !0.3133!
res4*res3! !0.494520! !0.464700! !0.9794! !29.67118! !0.8842!
res5*res1! !0.568903! !0.626841! !0.8943! !34.13421! !0.7308!
res5*res2! !0.572704! !0.636640! !0.8867! !34.36221! !0.7214!
res5*res3! !0.497103! !0.469528! !0.9780! !29.82619! !0.8800!
res5*res4! !0.522495! !0.519753! !0.9595! !31.34968! !0.8343!






Date:!04/24/16!!!Time:!00:55! ! ! !
Sample:!1970Q1!2014Q4! ! ! !
Included!observations:!173! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Joint!test:! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !ChiKsq! df! Prob.! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !!934.5805! 930! !0.4517! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Individual!components:! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !Dependent! RKsquared! F(62,110)! Prob.! ChiKsq(62)! Prob.!
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !res1*res1! !0.970920! !59.23720! !0.0000! !167.9692! !0.0000!
res2*res2! !0.260087! !0.623648! !0.9784! !44.99511! !0.9488!
res3*res3! !0.223139! !0.509604! !0.9979! !38.60305! !0.9914!
res4*res4! !0.301123! !0.764442! !0.8760! !52.09432! !0.8109!
res5*res5! !0.196659! !0.434326! !0.9998! !34.02205! !0.9985!
res2*res1! !0.783643! !6.426116! !0.0000! !135.5703! !0.0000!
res3*res1! !0.308201! !0.790415! !0.8439! !53.31879! !0.7760!
res3*res2! !0.234634! !0.543904! !0.9952! !40.59164! !0.9839!
res4*res1! !0.347974! !0.946852! !0.5874! !60.19943! !0.5411!
res4*res2! !0.335765! !0.896840! !0.6772! !58.08736! !0.6175!
res4*res3! !0.268895! !0.652537! !0.9665! !46.51890! !0.9286!
res5*res1! !0.859351! !10.84012! !0.0000! !148.6677! !0.0000!
res5*res2! !0.284076! !0.703994! !0.9343! !49.14516! !0.8819!
res5*res3! !0.289555! !0.723104! !0.9184! !50.09294! !0.8612!
res5*res4! !0.283359! !0.701515! !0.9362! !49.02114! !0.8844!
! ! ! ! ! !




Date:!04/24/16!!!Time:!01:00! ! ! !
Sample:!1970Q1!1999Q4! ! ! !
Included!observations:!113! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Joint!test:! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !ChiKsq! df! Prob.! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !!817.5944! 930! !0.9966! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !
!!!Individual!components:! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !Dependent! RKsquared! F(62,50)! Prob.! ChiKsq(62)! Prob.!
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !res1*res1! !0.351348! !0.436821! !0.9990! !39.70228! !0.9877!
res2*res2! !0.383689! !0.502063! !0.9949! !43.35687! !0.9655!
res3*res3! !0.393898! !0.524103! !0.9920! !44.51050! !0.9542!
res4*res4! !0.525404! !0.892788! !0.6665! !59.37070! !0.5712!





res2*res1! !0.439116! !0.631371! !0.9572! !49.62013! !0.8718!
res3*res1! !0.414089! !0.569954! !0.9821! !46.79202! !0.9244!
res3*res2! !0.377872! !0.489827! !0.9961! !42.69952! !0.9708!
res4*res1! !0.457497! !0.680086! !0.9255! !51.69711! !0.8216!
res4*res2! !0.440533! !0.635013! !0.9552! !49.78024! !0.8682!
res4*res3! !0.443670! !0.643141! !0.9506! !50.13471! !0.8602!
res5*res1! !0.559721! !1.025233! !0.4671! !63.24850! !0.4320!
res5*res2! !0.300977! !0.347233! !1.0000! !34.01044! !0.9985!
res5*res3! !0.314246! !0.369555! !0.9999! !35.50977! !0.9973!
res5*res4! !0.494257! !0.788137! !0.8144! !55.85105! !0.6954!
! ! ! ! ! !
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